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As many loggers know, a lot has been happening lately to improve the Uni-versity of Puget Sound 
campus. A more accessible and en-
riching campus has been the goal 
since about 2003 in what adminis-
trators aff ectionately call “Th e Mas-
ter Plan.” 
For the past nine years, new de-
velopments have been assessed, ap-
proved and brought to life on the 
Puget Sound campus. Although the 
plan is only nearly halfway com-
plete, the already completed devel-
opments have altered the campus 
immensely, including the open-
ing of Weyerhaeuser Hall, the new 
health sciences building which 
was unveiled in fall 2011, as well as 
Harned Hall, the science laboratory 
facility, which opened in fall 2006. 
Many other renovations and un-
veilings in the past nine years, in-
cluding Th ompson Hall and Com-
mencement Walk, have greatly 
impacted the magnetic pull the 
University of Puget Sound has on 
all of its faculty and students. 
Currently, two big projects at the 
University have been the buzz on 
campus since fall semester began 
about four weeks ago. 
Th is includes the incredibly orga-
nized construction of the new resi-
dence hall on campus, with a sched-
uled opening date in fall 2013. 
Th e layout for this hall, which can 
be seen on a large sign strategically 
placed on Commencement Walk for 
all to see, is impressive in size and 
capability. Besides a plentiful num-
ber of dorm rooms and space, the 
design includes a meeting room and 
a seminar room to enrich learning. 
Th e other new development, 
which is still under wraps, is the 
fundraising and progress of the new 
Athletics and Aquatics center on 
campus. 
Th is project has been highly an-
ticipated for quite a long time, and 
many students believe that the ex-
pansion and refurbishment of a new 
gym is long overdue. 
Junior Marissa Florant, a varsity 
volleyball player, commented on the 
athletic facilities’ lack of space. “Th e 
facilities are so small. It’s hard to 
complete a thorough workout and 
training when there isn’t enough 
space to do it.” 
Florant went on to comment on 
the capabilities of the new facility, 
saying, “Although the new center 
won’t aff ect me, for people in the fu-
ture I think it is going to be a great 
opportunity. It will provide student 
athletes with more assistance and 
more space to work harder and do 
more.” 
When one enters the gym to work 
out for an hour at around 3:15 p.m. 
on a regular school day, it is very dif-
fi cult to get in the proper workout. 
Th e University of Puget Sound’s 
student population is made up of 
about 20 percent student athletes, a 
heft y number that believes it should 
be well cared and supplied for. 
With this new center, it is hoped 
that all of the student athletes will 
have enough space to complete their 
workout regimens in peace.
Th e fundraising has been a gru-
eling process. In July this past 
summer the University excited-
ly announced a $1.1 million dollar 
donation from the Names Family 
Foundation, a foundation that dedi-
cates time and eff ort to philanthro-
py while also promoting health and 
fi tness. 
Erin Shagren, a trustee and ad-
ministrator of the foundation, as 
well as a class of ‘88 alumni of the 
University, said she is “excited about 
the new athletics facility because 
University of Puget Sound has been 
important to her family.” 
Th is enthusiasm that Shagren 
displays towards the athletic cen-
ter is just what this campus needs 
to make it happen thoroughly and 
swift ly. 
With this donation, the new and 
improved Athletics and Aquatics 
center will become more than just 
a dream for students and faculty 
alike, campus-wide. 
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Health services provided by the 
University have had two causes 
for change this year. The Pa-
tient Protection and Affordable 
Care Act along with the Health 
and Human Services (HSS) reg-
ulations have mandated that the 
insurance plan previously pro-
vided by the school (Student Ac-
cident & Sickness) meet certain 
standards that are typical of a 
health insurance company. Asso-
ciate Vice President for Business 
Services John Hickey says that if 
the University had tried to meet 
the standards, it would have cost 
$1500-$2000 a year per student 
for this academic year. The old 
plan was $165. 
The University decided it 
would be better for students if 
they could choose their own 
health insurance, rather than 
meet the standards and demand 
students pay the new fees, espe-
cially considering many students 
are from out of state. 
“This is what made it extra 
challenging,”  Hickey said. “Stu-
dents come from out of state; 
they have rules that are differ-
ent by state. For example, some-
one from Ohio might have cover-
age that apply to different things 
than someone from California.” 
Therefore, an insurance plan is 
no longer offered by the Univer-
sity, but students may find infor-
mation to other sources of insur-
ance on the school website.
Meanwhile, Counseling, 
Health and Wellness Services 
(CHWS) now charges for routine 
appointments, which were previ-
ously free of charge previously. 
“It has become necessary us to 
add the $20 per visit fee in order 
to continue to provide the same 
level of medical care to students 
on campus,” CHWS Director/
Medical Coordinator Linda Ever-
son said.  
Counseling services contin-
ue to be free, and other services 
such as routine physicals, wom-
en’s annual exams, STD testing 
and minor surgical procedures 
continue to have fees. 
An anonymous student with 
an autoimmune disease, who be-
comes sick more easily and se-
verely than normal, needs to go 
to the doctor as soon as symp-
toms of illness arise. The student 
feels discriminated against, and 
said, “Now that I have to pay, I 
am deterred from going when I 
think I’m getting sick. I’m more 
likely to put off going until it’s 
more serious, which is bad con-
sidering my immune disorder.”
When asked how CHWS pro-
Upon inauguration, President Ronald Thomas put into place 
his “Master Plan” for University advancement through 2023. 
Aquatics:  A rendering of the pool, which will be part of the new aquatic and fi tness center. 
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Th e Diner launched the fi rst 
ever Farm to Table Week on Tues-
day, Sept. 25 as part of an on-go-
ing eff ort to “engage local farms 
and farmers, and showcase their 
products,” Rachel Cardwell, Com-
munity Engagement Manager at 
the University, said.  Th rough this 
program, the Diner will off er spe-
cial menu items made with local 
produce on the last week of each 
month.
Cardwell, who also leads out-
reach eff orts for the Sustainability 
Advisory Committee, collaborated 
with Melissa Flood of Dining Ser-
vices to introduce a Farm to Table 
program to the University of Puget 
Sound.  
Th eir motivation for institut-
ing this program is three-fold. 
Cardwell explained that they hope 
to increase awareness of the agri-
cultural richness that we are fortu-
nate to live amongst.  Additionally, 
this program allows the University 
to support local farmers, with the 
added benefi t of strengthening the 
local economy.  Another aim of the 
project is to show students and the 
university community the enjoy-
ment of using fresh products.
As Cardwell and Flood look for-
ward to the future of the Farm to 
Table program, they expect to be 
responsive and open.  
“Long term, I’d like to see the 
program expanding as we gauge 
the level of interest and the direc-
tion of that interest,” Cardwell ex-
plained. 
 Th e project will likely “evolve 
organically,” Flood said, “possibly 
in directions I can’t anticipate right 
now, which I see as a good thing!” 
Both Cardwell and Flood expressed 
a positive outlook on the many pos-
sibilities for the program’s future.
Th e produce for the Farm to Ta-
ble Week will come through the 
company Terra Organics, which 
provides organic, seasonal pro-
duce to the Tacoma area.  Puget 
Sound alumnus Dan Hulse co-
founded Terra Organics as a way to 
“strengthen the local food economy 
and nourish [the] community.”  
More than half of the produce 
distributed by Terra Organics is 
grown at Tahoma Farms, Dan 
Hulse’s small family farm, while 
the rest is either organically grown 
in the region or purchased from lo-
cally based organic food distribu-
tors.  Terra Organics is a Commu-
nity Supported Agriculture (CSA) 
Program that also off ers delivery—
opening an avenue for individuals, 
businesses and schools to purchase 
locally and sustainably grown pro-
duce.
 Th e goals of Terra Organics 
compliment the values of Din-
ing Services here at the University. 
Flood explained that “Dining Ser-
vices strives to produce local prod-
ucts whenever practical and realis-
tic.”  
Ultimately, the Farm to Table 
program embodies the dedication 
of the University to sustainability 
and community engagement.
Th e University staff  and students 
have made other initiatives to en-
courage the consumption of sus-
tainable and local foods on cam-
pus.  Most notably among these 
eff orts is the Real Food Challenge. 
Th is project is a collaboration of 
students and Dining and Confer-
ence Services to get more qual-
ity food into the Diner.  Quality, 
in this case, is food that is locally 
made or grown, or fair trade, and 
made through humane and ecolog-
ically sound practices.
An increasing value of local, sus-
tainable foods exists well beyond 
the University community.  Last 
fall, Tacoma held the Pierce County 
Farm-to-Table Forum.  Farm to Ta-
ble programs are in practice with-
in schools, restaurants and oth-
er businesses across the country. 
Community Supported Agricul-
ture programs have become more 
commonplace, and it is increasing-
ly common for restaurants and gro-
cery stores to highlight their local 
products.
What Farm to Table Week can 
remind the campus community of, 
then, is that local initiatives like the 
University’s Farm to Table program 
further the global movement to-
wards more sound practices of food 
production.  So while students and 
other members of the campus com-
munity look forward to the Diner 
regularly off ering fresh, local and 
organic foods, we can each harvest 
some contentment from the fact 
that Farm to Table Week represents 
trends in a positive direction and is 
a prime example of the University’s 
value of community engagement 
and sustainability.
SECURIT Y REPORT
The following is a summary of  incidents occur-
ring on campus and reported to Security Services 
between September 18, 2012 and September 24, 
2012:
·  Six (6) bicycles have been reported stolen from 
campus bicycle racks.  In all cases, cable style 
locking devices were used to secure the bicycles.
Crime Prevention
Please do your part to prevent crime on-campus 
by following these simple guidelines
·  Use a U-Bolt style lock to secure your bicycle.  
Cable locks are easily cut.  Always secure your 
bicycle through the frame to the storage rack.  
Use a second lock to secure your front wheel to 
the bicycle.  Also, it is highly recommended that 
your record and keep your bicycle serial number 
in a safe place.
· Keep personal property (lap-tops, backpacks, 
wallets, cellular telephones) secured at all times.  
Do not leave these items unattended in the 
Library, Student Center, or Fieldhouse. Take 
your items with you or ask a friend to watch them 
for you.
· Always keep your room or ofﬁ ce secured when 
you are away -  even if  you only plan on being 
gone for short periods.
Campus witnesses slew of bicycle theft: 14 so far
“It’s a problem that we face each 
fall for a lot of reasons,” Todd Bad-
ham, the Director of Security Ser-
vices, said. “Th ere’s a lot of new kids 
on campus who don’t understand, 
aren’t as familiar with what hap-
pens.” Badham also noted that the 
warmer weather allows for riding 
to continue, allowing riders to be 
outside, which results in more bicy-
cles being stored on the outside bike 
racks. 
While a numerical comparison 
has not been drawn between this 
season and last, Badham said that 
there seems to be a greater number 
of bicycle theft s this year than last. 
At the time of the interview with 
Badham, there had been 14 bicy-
cles stolen since students returned 
to campus.
One of the problems with this 
area of crime is that there is no par-
ticular location from which the bi-
cycles are stolen: anywhere with 
a rack for keeping bicycles can be 
a target. Campus’ oft en-full bike 
racks are attractive targets for 
thieves. 
“It’s not completely unusual to 
see somebody ‘build a bike,’” Bad-
ham added, referring to the process 
of taking parts of bicycles and put-
ting them together for sales. To pre-
vent against this kind of theft , a sec-
ond lock is recommended to keep 
the wheels attached to the frame, 
as well as a U-Bolt lock to keep the 
frame attached to the rack.
Craig Cowden has been a victim 
of this manner of theft . Very soon 
aft er getting to campus, Cowden 
used a U-Bolt lock through the front 
wheel, attaching it to the bike rack. 
“Th ey undid the front wheel, and 
just took the rest of the bike,” relat-
ed Cowden. He also noted that there 
is “a huge used bike demand around 
college towns.”
 “We haven’t had a problem with 
students who use the U-Bolt lock 
correctly,” Badham said. “Th at’s 
what we’re recommending.” 
Some of the bike racks have signs 
posted by them telling students to 
use this type of lock.
Despite these warnings, not all 
the students take such precautions, 
and in fact, some ignore them com-
pletely. One patrol noted that there 
was a bicycle rack that had approxi-
mately 15 bicycles without any sort 
of safety mechanism. Th is behavior 
is only encouraging to those in the 
business of stealing bicycles. 
“Th e more accommodating we 
are to the thieves by leaving bikes 
unsecured,” Badham warned, “the 
more likely they are to come back.” 
Th e security director also ad-
monishes those who might not care 
for their bikes, leaving them in vul-
nerable positions, because of this 
behavior; leaving a bicycle unse-
cured only encourages the theft  to 
continue. 
In addition to keeping the bicy-
cles secured, campus security of-
fi cer Brian Wong notes the im-
portance of punctuality regarding 
bicycle safety. 
“Immediately report suspicious 
activity,” Wong said, noting the be-
havior of students to wait until a 
more opportune moment to call se-
curity. As most bike theft s happen 
under the cover of night, utilizing 
the 24-hour schedule of campus se-
curity is vital to suppress any sort of 
illicit activity on campus grounds. 
As a fi nal precaution, Badham re-
lated the importance of keeping the 
serial number of a bicycle record-
ed. When “they [security/police of-
fi cers] do fi nd a stash of bikes…if 
they can identify the bikes through 
the serial numbers, you stand a bet-
ter chance of getting it back.”
While the abolishment of bi-
cycle theft  might not be a realis-
tic goal, there are still future goals 
and implementations to curtail the 
amount of crime on campus. Add-
ing additional racks and having 
racks that fully utilize the ability of 
U-Bolt locks are just a couple of the 
many steps that can be taken to help 
reduce the rates of crime at the Uni-
versity.  Security and students can 
work together to help lower crime 
rates and keep campus safe from il-
legal activity.
“We’ll continue to do that,” Bad-
ham said, “regardless of what the 
crime rate is.”
There is no doubt that bicycles are great for moving around campus. Th ey are carbon-neutral and a good way to exercise as well. However, the rise in bicycle 
theft  on campus makes students who use these vehicles refl ect 
on how they utilize safety precautions when not riding. 
Despite precautions, many students are unaware of the 
prominence of bike theft  and the measures that can be taken 
against it.
By pAUL GOUDARZi-fRY
vides for students with disabil-
ities, Everson said, “As health 
care providers, we are concerned 
about barriers to care, and it 
would always be our preference 
to provide these services with-
out charge. Any time a student 
believes the visit fee is a barrier 
to care we would encourage that 
student to come to CHWS to talk 
with me or their provider about 
their concern.” 
The cost of operating a medi-
cal clinic and purchasing sup-
plies increases each year, and the 
fee increase helps to defray these 
increased costs.  It is important 
to note that the cost of care on 
campus remains more affordable 
than the private sector. Students 
with specific needs should go 
speak to Everson about the costs 
of their care, and should not re-
fuse to go seek medical help 
when it is necessary.
Everson reminds students that 
though CHWS does not provide 
direct billing to student’s insur-
ance companies, students will be 
provided with itemized bills for 
submission to their private in-
surance providers. When a stu-
dent charges fees to their account 
in Financial Services,  no medical 
information is shared and it will 
appear only as a CHWS fee. Con-
fidentiality laws prevent any de-
tails about an appointment going 
to anyone aside of CHWS with-
out the student’s written consent. 
For those unfamiliar with 
CHWS, it should be noted that 
students can call CHWS to sched-
ule counseling appointments, 
and they can walk-in Monday 
through Friday from 1 to 3 p.m. 
for a briefer appointment. 
For medical care, students 
should make an appointment 
as early in the day as possible. 
Everson would like students to 
be aware that CHWS provides 
f lu shots at $26 dollars without 
an additional appointment fee. 
CHWS also provides low-cost 
STD testing, free condoms and 
has birth control available by ap-
pointment at a cost ranging from 
$14 to $17 per packet. Once a stu-
dent has an initial annual ap-
pointment, birth control can be 
refilled without a follow-up ap-
pointment. 
CHWS is working on expand-
ing their list of local low-cost 
medical resources for student use 
after hours or on the weekends. 
CHWS
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The passing of Initiative 200 in 
1999 abolished affirmative action 
throughout Washington state. Sec-
tion 1 of the Initiative states that 
“The state shall not discriminate 
against, or grant preferential treat-
ment to, any individual or group on 
the basis of race, sex, color, ethnic-
ity, or national origin in the opera-
tion of public employment, public 
education, or public contracting.” 
The question now is whether or not 
Washington state should propose a 
new initiative to reintroduce affir-
mative action.
This is a highly debated subject 
throughout the country. There are 
those who believe affirmative ac-
tion is actually “reverse discrimina-
tion” and those who believe that it 
is necessary in order to ensure that 
everyone has equal opportunities 
and access to employment and ed-
ucation.
The bottom line is that this is a 
civil rights issue. According to the 
National Conference of State Legis-
latures’ website, “Affirmative action 
policies are those in which an insti-
tution or organization actively en-
gages in efforts to improve oppor-
tunities for historically excluded 
groups in American society.” Es-
sentially, it is making an effort to be 
inclusive of groups that have previ-
ously been excluded.
While affirmative action is cur-
rently not required of private in-
stitutions in Washington State, the 
University of Puget Sound has a Di-
versity Strategic Plan that was put 
into effect in 2007. The first goal of 
the plan states that the University 
“will increase the recruitment and 
retention of students, staff, and fac-
ulty from underrepresented minor-
ity groups.”  The policy itself shows 
that the institution is making an ef-
fort to increase diversity. The fact 
that Puget Sound still has a policy 
resembling affirmative action is re-
assuring given the negative effects 
that have been seen in other states 
that have banned affirmative ac-
tion.
An article published in the UCLA 
Journal of Education and Informa-
Affirmative action is unfortunately necessary
By KAYLA GUTiERREZ tion Studies in 2008 discusses the 
impact on college admission rates 
after bans on affirmative action 
had been passed. The numbers are 
rather telling of the influence a ban 
on affirmative action policies can 
have on minority admission rates. 
For example, UCLA saw a drop 
from 7.31 percent African-Ameri-
can freshmen in 1995 to 2.67 per-
cent 10 years later. The article also 
notes that the University of Cali-
fornia, Berkley had a Hispanic First 
Time In College (FTIC) enrollment 
of 20.04 percent in 1990, which was 
down to 12.51 percent by 2000. 
These figures make it quite clear 
that there is a serious problem with 
banning affirmative action. The 
purpose of affirmative action is not 
to punish those groups who have 
been historically favored. Rather, it 
is to ensure equal opportunity for 
all individuals regardless of factors 
that make them an underrepresent-
ed member of society.
One of the main reasons indi-
viduals oppose affirmative action is 
that they believe it is not necessary 
in today’s society. 
While it is nice to think that we 
have come so far in the realm of 
civil rights issues, the battle is far 
from over. Discrimination still ex-
ists, even if it does not seem as prev-
alent as it did 30 years ago. Our so-
ciety has made great strides in the 
realm of civil liberties, but it is far 
from perfect. There are still great 
discrepancies in household income, 
wages among men and women and 
college enrollment rates.
Fortunately, Puget Sound does 
a fantastic job of trying to create a 
more diverse campus and welcomes 
individuals of all backgrounds, but 
most of this is on a voluntary basis. 
There needs to be a way to en-
sure inclusion in all aspects of em-
ployment, contracting and, perhaps 
most importantly, education. 
Affirmative action is a way to 
make sure that no one is excluded 
or discriminated against. It is per-
haps the most effective way to do so. 
It is important to take a serious look 
at what the data is describing before 
labeling affirmative action as an-
other form of discrimination.
Where is the liberal media?
By sEAn COLLiGAn
One need only listen to the news 
for minutes before hearing a news-
caster, blogger or radio host deplore 
the mainstream liberal media. This 
overwhelming liberal bias is men-
tioned in every source of media in 
the country on a regular basis. 
Yet here we run into a conun-
drum, because the “existence” of 
liberal media bias is a propagan-
distic lie. In refuting claims to the 
contrary, I will do my best to avoid 
making jabs at those responsible, 
but such criticism will be impossi-
ble to avoid in its entirety.
The critique of a leftward media 
bias, far from arising in response to 
empirical information, has been a 
result of a very well funded politi-
cal movement that decries the me-
dia as unreasonably hostile towards 
business interests, the military and 
socially conservative individuals. A 
large number of books have been 
released in the past several years 
claiming to identify this bias. 
These charges, coupled with loud 
repetition by talk show hosts, pol-
iticians and news anchors have 
made journalism increasingly un-
critical of conservative policies 
while reinforcing the corporate and 
commercial bias built in to the me-
dia structure. 
This has only led to a growing 
double standard in the coverage of 
politicians and events, with jour-
nalists and anchors behaving more 
and more favorably towards con-
servatives for fear of losing their 
position due to “liberal bias” and 
“lack of objectivity”. 
The trouble is, while even weak 
criticism of conservative policies 
will lead to howls of liberal bias, no-
where will you find a media source 
being criticized as too conserva-
tive. Indeed, any mention of a con-
servative slant is justified by claims 
that such coverage counterbalances 
widespread liberal bias, although 
specifics are rarely, if ever, found.
Like all effective lies, though, 
such charges of a “liberal conspira-
cy” are based upon a kernel of truth 
that will be explained shortly. The 
fact that this kernel is misleading 
and de-contextualized seems be-
side the point. 
Regardless, when charges of a 
liberal media bias are broken down, 
they generally rest on any of three 
presumptions: 1) Ultimate control 
over the news lies with journalists 
rather than owners and advertis-
ers, 2) Journalists tend to be politi-
cally liberal and use their position 
to promote their values, and 3) Tru-
ly objective journalists would per-
ceive the world in the same way it is 
seen by modern conservatives.
The first presumption is beyond 
absurd, for only those with no un-
derstanding of commercial busi-
nesses (of which the media is part) 
would claim that journalists con-
trol what and how news is provided. 
As Robert McChesney said in his 
book The Problem of the Media: “In 
commercial media, owners hire, 
fire, set budgets and determine the 
overarching aims of the enterprise.” 
Those journalists that become 
successful can do so only by inter-
nalizing the commercial and po-
litical values of the owners, who by 
and large are traditionally conser-
vative businessmen. Arguing oth-
erwise is like claiming the presi-
dent’s press secretary controls the 
decision-making process simply 
because he is the public face.
The first claim lies beyond the 
bounds of reason, but is the second 
where the most evidence lies.  
A number of different surveys 
demonstrate that journalists tend 
to vote democratically in greater 
proportion than average, and this 
fact is repeated loudly and often by 
those who complain about a liberal 
media. Yet this is for the most part 
irrelevant by virtue of the first as-
sumption’s failure. 
Ignoring that the charge of “lib-
eral” includes everything from a 
radical Marx to moderate or con-
servative democrats like Bill Clin-
ton and Barack Obama, why would 
journalists’ personal views matter 
when their editors and owners are 
overwhelmingly conservative? 
Journalists may be socially liber-
al (though fiscally liberal is another 
matter), but as I mentioned before, 
the agenda-setters are not.
 Cherry picking journalists’ po-
litical views while ignoring the 
context under which they oper-
ate downplays the extent to which 
a conservative bias is built into the 
newsroom. 
This last assumption, that obj-
tive coverage would favor a con-
servative worldview simply reveals 
the ideological foundation for these 
erroneous charges. No conserva-
tive politician or news anchor has 
ever been attacked for unfavor-
ably portraying liberals. By unspo-
ken agreement, any favorable cov-
erage of conservatives is unbiased, 
and unfavorable coverage of liber-
als is unbiased, and all unfavorable 
coverage of conservatives is biased. 
Heads I win, tails you lose. 
As the former chair of the Re-
publican Party Rich Bond ex-
plained of the frequent cries of lib-
eral bias, “There is some strategy to 
it … if you watch any great coach 
[conservatives], what they try to do 
is ‘work the refs [browbeat the me-
dia].’ Maybe the ref [media] will cut 
you a little slack on the next one 
[radically insane socioeconomic 
policies].” It’s a frighteningly effec-
tive manipulation. 
COMIC COURTESY / LALO ALCARAZ
Freedom to vote?
Two parties, one choice
By AnYA CALLAHAn
The compulsory presidential 
debates are on the horizon with 
the first debate kicking off this 
Wednesday, Oct. 3.
 It is a custom of our presi-
dential election season, in which 
both the Republican and Demo-
cratic nominees stand off with 
proctored questions and get real 
about important issues at hand. 
It is a de facto aspect of the elec-
tion procedure, without any con-
stitutional mandate outlining the 
events. 
The debate is a great opportu-
nity for voters to hear the nomi-
nees’ perspectives and even have 
personal questions answered; the 
only issue at hand is the exclusiv-
ity of the events—not allowing 
Americans to hear all of the pres-
idential nominees. 
This may be shocking, but there 
are actually other candidates this 
election (and every election) who 
are excluded from these events. 
This year Green Party candi-
date Jill Stein and Libertarian 
candidate Gary Johnson are the see VOTE page 4
big names who have not been in-
vited to participate in the debates. 
Johnson is pissed off.
You should be too. Johnson has 
filed an anti-trust lawsuit in fed-
eral court, claiming that the pri-
vate Commission on Presidential 
Debates, and the Republican and 
Democratic parties, are unlaw-
fully preventing his participation. 
Johnson’s spokesperson Ron 
Nielson explained, “Someone has 
to stand up and call this what it 
is—a rigged system designed en-
tirely to protect and perpetuate 
the two-party duopoly,” and that 
person is Gary Johnson. 
The private commission main-
tains that the debates are only 
open to candidates who are “con-
stitutionally eligible” to hold the 
presidency: those who achieved 
ballot access in enough states hy-
pothetically to win the Electoral 
College majority in November. 
On top of that, the candidates 
must have support from a mini-
mum of 15 percent of the nation-
al electorate (determined by five 
polling organizations chosen by 
Affirmative action: In an ideal world, affirmative action programs would not be necessary. Unfortu-
nately, they are a part of efforts to ensure a culturally and socio-economically diverse campus. 
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the commission). 
Th ese are insurmountable ob-
stacles for both Johnson and 
Stein, as many voters are unaware 
of their low-pro political parties, 
which deviate from our ostensi-
bly binary system. 
In 2000, both Ralph Nader and 
Pat Buchanan fi led suit against 
the Commission demanding in-
clusion, and failed. 
It is likely going to play out sim-
ilarly with Johnson’s suit, though 
it is yet to be determined. 
If the lawsuit succeeds, how-
ever, the debates this year will be 
required to include both Johnson 
and Stein, or face being cancel-
ation. 
While the Commission labels 
themselves “nonpartisan,” it is 
perversely staff ed by equal parts 
Republican and Democrats, and 
former chairs of each party serve 
as chairmen. 
Th e 15 percent voter support 
clause was instated in 1992; prior 
candidates only needed fi ve per-
cent support in polls. 
Th is regulation was changed to 
ensure that third-parties would 
not threaten the circumscribed 
binary norm. 
Th e shortage of press coverage 
and polling for third parties un-
veils the true undemocratic real-
ity of the current system. 
Most countries internation-
ally have more than two parties, 
but apparently in our government 
giving the voter more options is 
seen as a threat to the established 
political consensus. 
By voting for Gary Johnson or 
Jill Stein, individuals may actual-
ly help purify our “democracy”—
proving that Americans will vote 
for whom they truly support, and 
not whom we think everyone else 
will vote for. 
While voting for Johnson may 
take votes away from Romney, 
and Stein may take away from 
Obama, individuals should not 
be afraid to vote for whomever 
they agree with. 
In our representative gov-
ernment voting is purported as 
the pinnacle of our democrat-
ic right—fl ex that right and read 
up on all the candidates. You may 
surprise yourself. 
Space: Is there any room to explore?
By JACK GiLBERT
On Aug. 6, 2012, while much of the world was sleeping, the global scientific 
community watched a handful of 
scientists make history when the 
Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) 
successfully landed on Mars. En-
gineers at Pasadena, Califor-
nia’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
(JPL) had previously landed rov-
ers on Mars, but none came close 
to matching the Curiosity rover’s 
1,982-pound mass. 
The earlier landing process-
es were rendered obsolete, and 
an entirely new “SkyCrane” drop 
had to be developed and properly 
executed in order to land what is 
nearly the size of a Mini Cooper 
on the surface of Mars.
More than three million view-
ers tuned into the live landing, 
and many public viewing events 
were hosted around the world. 
Each featured the live NASA 
stream and many had hosts speak 
during the waiting period. Times 
Square was filled with pedestri-
ans, Cal Tech and Pasadena’s Civ-
ic Auditorium were full of curious 
enthusiasts and Seattle’s Museum 
of Flight hosted a viewing party 
showing a live feed of Bill Nye’s 
curation of the Pasadena event.
The landing was a huge win for 
JPL, which has faced drastic bud-
get cuts in recent years. 
MSL accounted for much of the 
lab’s budget, and the future of 
JPL funding was largely believed 
to hinge on a successful landing. 
With so much riding on such a 
delicate maneuver, tensions were 
visibly high in the f light opera-
tions room prior to touchdown.
Budget matters have been made 
worse in recent years thanks to 
the recent recession. 
Curiosity itself lost about a 
third of its jobs in 2008, and after 
the landing many began to ques-
tion the value in sending a $2.5 
billion robot to Mars when faced 
with such a poor financial situa-
tion here on Earth. 
Initially, President Obama 
made it clear that he would not 
prioritize space science, first by 
effectively shutting down NASA’s 
manned space f lights, which this 
article will not discuss, and sec-
ond by marginalizing JPL’s al-
ready reduced budget. 
However, some reports indi-
cated that after the remarkable 
success of the Curiosity mis-
sion, renewed public interest had 
prompted the White House to re-
consider its approach. It remains 
to be seen how the federal govern-
ment will react to the landing.
At the Pasadena landing event 
Bill Nye actively encouraged those 
in the audience to register with 
the Planetary Society, a non-prof-
it space advocacy group founded 
in 1980 by Carl Sagan. Further, 
Nye asked attendees to ask their 
Congressional representatives to 
support space science. 
“I think there is something I 
like to call trickle-up economics. 
You invest in JPL and scientists 
start sending their kids to [the 
local high school]. What parents 
wouldn’t want to do that? Then 
universities start growing up 
nearby, and research dollars move 
in. It wasn’t that long ago that 
Pasadena was a kind of dirty, nas-
ty place to walk around. Now it’s 
beautiful. That’s largely because 
of space exploration,” he said.
There seems to be a disconnect 
in federal priorities regarding 
spending on science.
 Obama recently called for more 
well trained teachers, especially 
in the fields of math and science. 
Yet, when it comes time to em-
ploy those who are trained in sci-
ence the government does not 
want to pony up. 
What happened to the “Race to 
the Top” attitude that permeat-
ed the American stance on space 
science throughout the 1960s and 
70s?
Was it really just blind hatred 
of Communism and excessive 
muscle f lexing that prompted the 
United States to take pride in its 
sciences? 
Why have we as a nation lost 
the urge to seek and prepare for 
tomorrow, today?
Curiosity: Projects like Curiosity signal that NASA still has the techical know-how to accomplish things like a Mars landing: The 
only question is if there is money and political will to continue the world’s best space program.
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We previously attributed the 
recycling bins in residence 
halls to Students for a Sustain-
able Campus. Th ose were the 
idea of Kaitlan Ohler, the Stu-
dent Manager of Sustainability 
Services. 
Corrections
Editor’s Note: Jill Stein is the 
nominee of the Green Party for 
president, and supports sustain-
ability politics and an econom-
ic plan including what she calls a 
“Green New Deal.” She also sup-
ports the reductions of overseas 
military commitments and the 
protection of worker’s rights.   
Gary Johnson is the Liberte-
rian Party nominee. He is a for-
mer Governor of New Mexico and 
supports small government, the 
reduction of taxes and compre-
hensive marijuana decriminaliza-
tion. He also supports a consti-
tutional amendemtnt to protect 
marriage equality.  
PHOTO COURTESY / N SA
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“What happened to the 
‘Race to the Top’ attitude 
that permeated the 
American stance on space 
science?”
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Want to submit a Hey You? 
E-mail 
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu 
or put one in the boxes in 
Diversions or Oppenheimer Cafe.
Th e Trail will never publish 
Hey Yous that explicitly refer 
to individuals or groups or are 
hateful or libelous in nature. A 
full description of the policy can 
be found at trail.pugetsound.edu.
HEY YOU! Girl who made out 
with my boyfriend at the party, 
learn some self-respect before 
shoving your tongue down some-
one’s throat.
HEY YOU! Freshman barista at 
the Div. Your eyes sparkle, your 
words make me swoon & I’d like 
to be the lucky lady on you arm at 
the café soirée.
HEY YOU! Come out to Light-
house unplugged this Tuesday at 
7:30! We will discuss all diff erent 
topics concerning religion and 
spirituality. Be part of the change 
on the campus!
HEY YOU! People working at Th e 
Trail! Th anks for putting my Hey 
Yous in the paper.
HEY YOU! Guy I worked with 
in the S.U.B. the other night, ask 
me out already! Next time we will 
make more than just sandwiches!
HEY YOU! I know you are my 
RA but I think you are super sexy! 
Regester wouldn’t be the same 
without you!
HEY YOU! Diversions, why you 
gotta close so early on Saturdays?
HEY YOU! Th ank you so much 
for not blasting gangster rap 
around midnight, much love, 
XXO.
HEY YOU! Come to Shakabrah on 
Wednesday, Oct 3, from 6:30-8:30 
p.m. for a story and discussion 
about Christianity, local bands and 
a $5 breakfast menu, hosted by 
SOMA Communities.
HEY YOU! Cute brunette at the 
burrito line. Yeah I’ll take your 
specially tomato tortilla. But only 
if you use it to make me a pink 
taco.
HEY YOU! Submit some HEY 
YOUS! (Boxes in Diversions and 
Oppenheimer).
HEY YOU! Th e one good thing 
about breaking up is knowing how 
much you’ll miss me when you 
realize how shitty Puget Sound 
men are.
HEY YOU! When you dress 
yourself do you plan out the color 
of you boxers to match your outfi t? 
Maybe you’re too stuck in the 90’s 
to even care.
HEY YOU! Cute guy on T/P 1 on 
the Todd Field side. Th ose boxer 
briefs aren’t the only thing that’s 
going to be snug on you.
HEY YOU! Congrats on winning 
Greek Week Phi Delta and Alpha 
Phi!
HEY YOU! Lovely women of 
Th eta. Th ose songs you sing are 
pretty raunchy. Swing by the lion 
sometime, let’s see if there’s any 
truth to them.
HEY YOU! Sometimes I wonder if 
you’ve even heard of the stuff  you 
play, KUPS.
HEY YOU! Let him go! Some-
times the greatest surprises are 
waiting right in front of you!
HEY YOU! I will carry these scars 
for the rest of my life.
HEY YOU! You were right. I was 
going to sleep with you. Until I 
smelled your room. If you need 
you mom to keep you clean you’re 
not an adult, and I’m not looking 
for statutory charges.
HEY YOU! Men of SAE, way to 
be True Gentlemen at the Greek 
Week speaker!
HEY YOU! Th e walls aren’t as 
thick as you think. But it is nice to 
know someone watches more porn 
than me.
HEY YOU! One word: Chapstick.
HEY YOU! Cute boy I keep 
passing in between Howarth and 
Trimble. You know what’s gross? 
lady parts. Let’s stick with some-
thing a little more familiar.
HEY YOU! Handsome guy in 
Diversions, you got signifi cantly 
more attractive once I walked 
past and noticed you were dili-
gently working on Reddit. Let’s get 
together and correct everyone’s 
grammar and fi nd abandoned 
baby animals in trashcans.
It could get so r/nsfw.
HEY YOU! Cel-bell, I may not 
always be there, but I love you.
HEY YOU! Blue eyed guy with 
curly brown hair that I always see 
in Diversions. You’re so busy on 
your laptop that you never see me 
smile at you. Look up.
HEY YOU! If I don’t love you now, 
did I ever really love you at all?
HEY YOU! Girl with the hallway 
tattoo, I’ll ink you any day.
HEY YOU! If I was your dolphin 
I’d never let you down.
HEY YOU! I’m a dragon! Perspec-
tives love!
HEY YOU! Girl with the booty at 
the info center. GET AT ME!
HEY YOU! Girls in my ballroom 
dancing class I secretly have a 
crush on all of you
HEY YOU! Hillel red head girl. 
Your new glasses are nice, I guess. 
Cool, let’s bone. 
HEY YOU! I am so ready to hear 
the Garden Level album! When 
does it release?
HEY YOU! Bowling instructor, I 
am an adult and I didn’t take this 
class to meet people. I took it to 
bowl with my friends. Get me off  
of your stupid assigned team.
HEY YOU! Tall boy from Pac Rim, 
the off er still stands...
HEY YOU! How many of you 
donated to Obama just so you 
could go to dinner with Beyonce? 
Don’t lie!
HEY YOU! Lady working on the 
sandwich line. Two years ago you 
sneezed on my sandwich. It’s still 
weird.
HEY YOU! Teaspoon, I love you.
HEY YOU! It’s coming, not today, 
not tomorrow, but soon.
HEY YOU! We’re having a booty 
bumping party. If you don’t know 
what that is you’re not invited.
JAY YOU! Future engineer now at 
Columbia. Miss you, buddy.
Making the bedroom a “happier” place...
THE HAPPY TRAIL A Weekly Sex Column     
By AnnA fApMAn
Anal sex is the universal 
link, friends. Everybody has 
a butt! Yet the noble asshole 
simply does not get the lovin’ it 
deserves — I’m looking at you, 
hetero ladies. 
Now, while straight girl is 
the only perspective that I can 
personally speak from, these 
tips can apply to anybody 
looking to try something new, 
be it with a toy (with a f lared 
base) or a penis. So let’s do 
some anal real talk. 
I was set on never having 
anal sex, because despite all 
claims to the contrary, I was 
pretty convinced I was go-
ing to poop all over my part-
ner. But the fact of the matter 
is that on a regular day your 
poop is hanging out way up in 
your intestine where even the 
lengthiest of appendages can’t 
reach it. 
The only time that it heads 
down to your rectum is when 
you’ve got to go — and when 
you’ve got to go, it’s a simple 
equation: poop first. Have sex 
later. A side perk of anal is that 
it’ll get you really in tune with 
your bodily functions.
But the truth is, you might 
have a little residue hanging 
around. You can do a quick 
cleaning by inserting a soapy 
finger into your butt in the 
bathroom, or you can just deal. 
All sex is a nasty cocktail of 
bodily secretions — and if you 
love sex, you ought to embrace 
the juices. 
If you or your partner gets 
a little gross, just keep a rag 
next to the bed for post-coital 
cleanup or hop into a sexy 
shower together. 
When I was a rookie, I had 
anal when my stomach was 
feeling kind of funky — my 
partner initiated it and I felt 
uncomfortable saying, “No I 
might have to poop soon.” Not 
exactly the sexiest thing to say 
in bed. 
And I won’t lie — it wasn’t 
the cleanest dick when it came 
back out. But he wiped it off, 
and when I ran to the bath-
room humiliated, he was out-
side the door asking me if I was 
okay. No mention of my scato-
logical transgression. 
The moral of that story is: 
If you don’t communicate too 
well, you might end up with a 
somewhat shitty situation. 
But if you’ve got a caring, 
trustworthy partner, you’ll 
move on and soon be butt-bon-
ing like pros. And being totally 
frank with each other for the 
sake of kick-ass sex — really, a 
subtle “not today, honey” is all 
it takes.
When you’re getting ready 
for some anal lovin’, be sure 
you’re nice and turned on. 
That’ll help your sphincter re-
lax for easier entrance. So get it 
on with some foreplay or even 
have some vaginal sex if you’ve 
got the right equipment — an 
orgasm or two will get you 
more relaxed and comfortable 
with your partner. 
Just be sure to go vag-to-butt 
and not vice versa (unless you 
change condoms), as the bac-
terial transfer could leave you 
with an infection.
Now, the anus is a delicate 
creature, and it does not self-
lubricate. 
So please, for the love of your 
sphincterial membranes, go 
liberal with the lube. 
Silicone lube won’t absorb 
into your skin, so it’s great for 
long-lasting in-and-out. Start 
with a finger, gently inserting 
and massaging. 
Move on to two. 
Once you feel that sphincter 
loosen up a bit, your partner 
can insert toy or dick — slowly 
and gently!
Real talk: anal sex might feel 
a little funky at first. Other 
people that I have discussed 
it with have agreed that it can 
feel a little like someone is 
churning your insides. But I’ve 
found that anal sex can put you 
in a sort of place of zen. 
The key is to focus on the 
good feelings — if you focus 
on any strange sensations, you 
will get tense and it’ll only feel 
worse. 
To help you have the best ex-
perience, your partner can also 
rub your clit or cock (again, be 
sure it’s not the same fingers 
they put up your ass, or wear 
a barrier), or you can whip out 
the ever-handy vibrator. 
So take a second. Have your 
partner go slowly in and out. 
Breathe. 
You might just feel your 
prostate (gentlemen) or G-spot 
(ladies) doing magical things. 
And you might even come to 
enjoy it. 
By GiRTH BROOKs
OH YEAH F**K ME LIKE A 
DIRTY LITTLE SLUT YOU BITCH.
Ahem. Excuse me. Let’s take a step 
back and ease our way into this one. 
Dirty talk.
Dirty talk is a simple act that can 
really spice up a bedroom. Now, don’t 
be intimidated by my introduction. 
Dirty talk can mean anything from 
non-verbal vocalizations to intense 
dom/sub role play. And nobody is ex-
pecting you to scream and shout like 
Jenna Jameson your fi rst go.
So for those who are new to dirty 
talk, the fi rst thing you should do is 
talk with your partner about what 
each of you is interested in and com-
fortable with. A good way to work 
your way into dirty talk is to begin 
with non-verbal communication. 
Once you start letting moans slip 
from between your lips, talking to 
your partner directly will become 
much easier.
If you really want to start speaking 
to your partner directly, an easy way 
to transition into this is by simply tell-
ing them when something feels good! 
Th is can be something tame like, “Yes” 
and; “Th at feels nice.” But if you want 
to get dirtier, just start adding details! 
“I love the way your fi ngers feel inside 
of me” is a hell of a lot dirtier than, 
“Th at’s nice.”
Another simple way to initiate 
dirty talk is by asking questions. Once 
again, fewer details will lead to tam-
er dirty talk. “Does that feel good?” 
is much tamer than “Do you like it 
when I bite your nipples like that?”
A fi nal trick that you can imple-
ment is to simply make observations. 
You can start by telling them how gor-
geous they are, before working your 
way up to complimenting their thick, 
hard cock.
Lovers oft en explore the really fi lthy 
side of dirty talk. Th is is when the talk 
gets very explicit, aggressive and even 
violent. If you are planning on get-
ting to this level of dirty talk, it’s of 
absolute importance to communicate 
beforehand what types of words your 
partner is comfortable with.
Even aft er laying down ground 
rules, it’s a very good idea to decide on 
a “safe word” to be used if things get 
a little too intense. Sex is a passionate 
act. Even if you think beforehand that 
you’re okay with being called a slut, 
in the heat of the moment, that word 
might bring up some negative feelings 
that you didn’t even know were there. 
It’s moments like these that safewords 
are of upmost importance.
So you and your partner just fi n-
ished knockin’ boots, fi nally using 
some of that really nasty dirty talk. 
You collapse next to your partner 
overwhelmed with sexual ecstasy. 
You might think that your job is done, 
right? Wrong. Aft ercare is just as im-
portant as your preparation for new 
territory. Make sure to reassure your 
partner that you were playing a role, 
that you don’t actually think that  they 
are a [insert expletive here]. Tell them 
that you care about them, respect 
them, and trust them enough to ex-
plore this new sexual territory.
So there you are, folks. Remember 
to be confi dent with your dirtytalk, 
remember to be respectful and, most 
of all, remember to communicate. Af-
ter all, dirty or not, words mean a lot.
Anal sex is for everybody Pillow talk: talkin’ 
dirty can be fl irty
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With the election just around the 
corner, it is time to get informed. 
Th is has little to do with Obama 
or Romney. Th is has to do with our 
community, the state in which we 
go to school and many of the people 
we surround ourselves with each 
day. Th is is about the question of 
equality. 
Referendum 74 must be approved 
during the election on Nov. 6 for 
same-sex marriage to exist in the 
state of Washington. 
If it is approved, same-sex cou-
ples can get married in Washington 
just in time for the holiday season. 
In 2009, Referendum 71, which 
legalized the rights and obliga-
tions for domestic partnership, was 
passed in the state of Washington. 
Th is was the fi rst step forward for 
Washington in terms of equality 
and same rights for all. 
Governor Christine Gregoire 
signed a bill on February 13, 2012 
that would have legalized same-sex 
marriage in the state of Washing-
ton. 
Th ere was a sudden uproar 
among the citizens of Washing-
ton and the opposition compiled 
enough signatures to suspend the 
bill and demand that citizens of 
Washington vote on it in Novem-
ber. Hence, Referendum 74. 
According to a poll of 700 Wash-
ington citizens sponsored by King5 
TV, the people who opposed the bill 
were likely conservatives and peo-
ple over the age of 65. 
25 percent of Republicans and 43 
percent of people aged 65 and up 
said they would approve the bill. 
Another interesting statistic tak-
en from this poll was that 47 per-
cent of males would approve the bill 
and 47 percent would not approve 
it; the other 6 percent were unde-
cided. 
65 percent of Women, on the oth-
er hand, said they would approve, 
and only 29 percent would not; 6 
percent were undecided. 
So who were they really? 
Th ere is no defi nite answer, some 
even say it is a geographical divide 
in the state of Washington: those 
who oppose are in the eastern part 
of the state, and the western part is 
more liberal. 
A Bellingham native, who wants 
to remain anonymous, explained 
that her hometown was very liberal, 
and she was “raised to accept every-
one the way that they are.” 
She said that those who didn’t 
accept these people have a “lack 
of exposure.” Many of her friends 
who lived outside of Bellingham in 
more rural areas still did not accept 
same-sex couples as she did. 
“I think that if Referendum 74 
were to pass in November, it would 
pave the way for America to follow 
suit in accepting everyone and al-
lowing every individual the same 
rights.” 
Referendum 74 has many sup-
porters behind it going into this 
election, including Washington 
United for Marriage.  
As it states on their website 
“Washington United for Marriage 
is a coalition of more than 500 or-
ganizations, congregations, unions, 
and businesses working together in 
coalition to defend civil marriage 
for loving, committed same-sex 
couples.” 
Th is organization is passionate 
about getting the referendum ap-
proved so that same-sex couples 
will have the same rights as every-
one else in the state of Washington.
University of Puget Sound junior 
Chiara Leifer has been interning 
with Washington United for Mar-
riage and has spoken very highly of 
the organization and what it is pro-
moting. 
Leifer found out there was an op-
portunity with Washington United 
for Marriage, she said, “I wanted to 
make a diff erence, and this is some-
thing that I am passionate about.” 
Leifer is passionate about same-
sex marriage because she has 
friends and family that are gay and 
lesbian. Two of her older brothers 
are gay.
“Th ey should have the same 
rights I do, and it’s so upsetting to 
know that they can’t marry some-
one they are in a loving and com-
mitted relationship with.  I can’t 
wait to attend their weddings some 
day!” she said. 
She said it frustrates her that 
when she turned 16 she could get 
married, but people that were older 
than her that loved someone of the 
same sex could not get married. 
“It just doesn’t make sense,” she 
said. 
Th is referendum applies to the 
University of Puget Sound in myr-
iad ways. 
“Most obviously, we are a univer-
sity in Washington. Th ere are peo-
ple who are personally aff ected by 
this. I don’t want to see what hap-
pened in my home state of Califor-
nia happen to Washington,” Leif-
er said. “If one state passes it, then 
others will.” 
Referendum 74 getting approved 
seems promising, especially if 
Washington United for Marriage 
continues to spread the word. 
Leifer states there are many ways 
to get involved with Washington 
United for Marriage and helping 
the referendum get passed in gen-
eral. 
Her advice: register to vote in 
Washington. To become a voter, 
one only needs a thirty-day resi-
dency in the state. 
Washington United for Marriage 
does phone banking, and they are 
holding other events to get as many 
supporters as possible before the 
November election. 
Regardless of gender, political 
party, sexual orientation and any-
thing else that makes us unique 
from one another… vote.
 Everyone has the right to their 
opinion and the right to vote. 
Keep Referendum 74 in mind, 
and vote this November. 
By ELsA WOOLLEY
Referendum 74 calls for 
marriage law reform in WA
PHOTO COURTESY / WASHINGTONUNITEDFORMARRIAGE.ORG
Washington United: Activists for the propagation of marriage equality in Washington state have 
found their political vehicle in Referendum 74, the fate of which will be decided on Nov. 6.
C OME TO 
SHAKABR AH!
Wednesday, October 3
6:30-7:30: $5 breakfast 
for dinner menu
Music by Aaron Spiro 
and local Tacoma art-
ists
7:30-8:30: Student sto-
ry and discussion with 
SOMA communities
 Church
 Identity
Christianity
    
  Jesus
Signifi cance
  Security
Purpose
    
 Love
On a brisk September night outside of the Re-gal Lakewood 15, the Johnson family gathered 
together to share their reactions 
to Dinesh D’Souza’s documentary 
2016: Obama’s America.  
Th ey made the 30 mile drive from 
their home in Olympia to Lake-
wood just to see it.  
2016 is not being shown at any 
theaters in the capital.
 Th e fi lm itself is provocative, pre-
senting radically new ways of look-
ing at the president and projecting 
the outcomes of his policies should 
he be re-elected this November.  
Th e fi lm can be broken down in a 
number of ways, but the commen-
tary provided by this group out-
side the theater gave me a unique 
opportunity to fi nd out what is on 
the minds of voters disillusioned by 
Obama’s last four years and those 
who never connected with him at 
all.  
Th ese are their thoughts on both 
D’Souza’s documentary and the 
choice Americans will make this 
election.
Larry Johnson — Mr. Johnson 
has voted Democrat, Republican, 
and independent in the past (Duka-
kis ’88; Perot ’92; Clinton ’96; Gore 
’00; Kerry ’04), but Obama will not 
receive his vote this election.
“I think it’s unfortunate that we 
don’t have the independent voters 
coming here … and getting relative-
ly objective information about our 
president…  I have this terrible fear 
of where our national debt is, and I 
have a fear [that] when interest rates 
do eventually rise and this low-in-
terest rate federal debt that we have 
now is recast at interest rates that are 
substantially higher than they are 
now, we literally won’t be able to pay 
the interest on our debt.  We’ll see 
this country go into ruin if Barack 
Obama is re-elected.”
According to PresidentialDebt.
org, the average annual growth of 
the total national debt during Pres-
ident Obama’s presidency has been 
12.2 percent.  
Th is compares to Bush Jr.’s 8.3 
percent, Clinton’s 3.9 percent, Bush 
Sr.’s 11.7 percent, and Reagan’s 14.2 
percent.  Since 1980, debt as a per-
centage of the Gross National Prod-
uct (GNP) climbed from 33.3 per-
cent to 52.6 percent during Reagan’s 
presidency, rose to 65.9 percent by 
the end of Bush Sr.’s presidency, fell 
to 57.7 percent by the time Clinton 
left  offi  ce, and reached 74.1 percent 
by the end of Bush Jr.’s presidency.  
Under President Obama, debt as 
a percentage of the GNP has risen to 
101.7 percent.  
Layering external factors over 
these numbers (cross-presiden-
cy trends, economic growth/de-
cline, Federal Funds Rate, etc.) fur-
ther complicates this picture, but 
the debt level and slow economic 
growth will no doubt be major is-
sues to contemplate in this election.
Lora Johnson — Mrs. Johnson 
has been a business owner for 30 
years.  She said she tends to lean 
right, but ultimately, she votes for 
the candidate over the party.
“I’m not voting for [Barack 
Obama].  I didn’t vote for him last 
time because I didn’t really trust him, 
but I didn’t know why…  What this 
movie did for me was solidify that 
I’m making the right choice.  Rom-
ney may not be the perfect choice, 
but he’s the other choice… If more 
people who haven’t made a decision 
could see [the fi lm] and understand 
that this is just fact… it would put 
fear into them.  It did for me, and 
I was thinking ‘they all loved Hitler 
at one time.’  He had lots of charis-
ma.  He had a big smile, and he was 
giving them all of this hope, and we 
know where that went.”
In the months before the 2008 
election, Obama supporters pro-
duced a video of about 20 children 
singing their praise and hope for the 
presidential candidate.  
Th e video, “Sing for Change,” 
was displayed on the Obama cam-
paign website for a period of time 
but was removed when it drew omi-
nous comparisons to songs the Na-
zis used to indoctrinate school chil-
dren.  
Th at, combined with a perceived 
emphasis on national-interest over 
individual liberty (i.e. universal 
healthcare, tax reforms, etc.), mas-
sive public rallies, powerful speech-
es, and a toothy smile, some Amer-
icans are reminded of ‘Der Führer’.
Teresa Carr — Business owner 
who voted for Obama back in 2008.
“One thing I noticed from this 
fi lm tonight was [that] I voted for 
him because he was black.  I think 
I voted for him because he was 
black, and because he was so diff er-
ent from that hoot-nanny that we 
had before, you know?  You go from 
Bush, who was completely nuts, to 
this, and you truly got hope from his 
words.”
In the fi lm, D’Souza hypothesiz-
es that white voters cast their bal-
lots for Obama in order to prove to 
themselves and/or others that they 
are not racist.  
Th e documentary goes on to 
explain that white voters reject-
ed Black activist candidates like Al 
Sharpton and Jesse Jackson because 
of their partiality towards address-
ing ‘black’ issues.  
Obama was able to present him-
self as a candidate-for-all with no 
animosity towards whites and no 
‘black’ agenda.  
Empirically speaking, it is diffi  -
cult to prove or disprove D’Souza’s 
hypothesis or calculate how great of 
an impact race had on the election.  
According to the Roper Center 
at the University of Connecticut, 43 
percent of white-Americans voted 
for Obama and 55 percent for Re-
publican candidate John McCain.  
Th is may be an idea to reexamine 
aft er the election.  
If D’Souza is right, white voters 
should not need to prove their post-
racialness again and will drift  dis-
proportionately back to the white 
candidate.
PHOTO COURTESY / WIKIMEDIA
2016: The impassioned docu-
mentary emphasizes Obama’s 
political ﬂ aws, functioning  as 
a conservative buffer to Mi-
chael Moore’s leftist critques 
of Bush from Fahrenheit 9/11.
Assessing Obama’s 
presidency: viewers 
respond to 2016
By CAsEY KROLCZYCK
Corrections
Regarding the Sept. 21 article 
about the Backpacks of Hope, this 
group is a new, student-led service 
project, and Jasmine Kaneshiro is 
the founder and coordinator, not 
“the program director on campus”. 
Backpacks aims to help students get 
involved with the Backpack Pro-
gram, founded in 2008, at St. Leo 
Food Connection. Backpacks of 
Hope and the Backpack Program 
are in partnership, but not offi  cially. 
PHOTO COURTESY / 
BROADWAYCENTER.ORG
“I don’t want to see what 
happened in my home state 
of California happen to 
Washington. If one state 
passes it, then others will.”
—Chiara Leifer
The decision whether to work 
or not while being a student at col-
lege can be as challenging as de-
ciding what courses to study. 
How much time it will take, 
what the responsibilities will be, 
and whether additional prepara-
tion is needed before starting all 
come into consideration before 
anyone commits. 
Once students are involved, 
however, the rewards immediately 
begin to compile.
A lot of reasoning comes into 
play when determining why stu-
dents work. Why seek out a job, 
why accept one of multiple op-
tions, why put the time and effort 
into the given position? 
Deciphering the rationality be-
hind career choices begins by fo-
cusing on the available employ-
ment opportunities: on-campus or 
off-campus. 
Approximately 1,300 students at 
Puget Sound are employed, which 
makes up close to half of the stu-
dent body. 
The majority of jobs held are 
on-campus, though off-campus 
careers are viable options for many 
students. The student staff com-
prises roughly 25 percent of non-
faculty employed workers. 
This helps to maintain Puget 
Sound while the University is 
helping the student body reach 
their educational goals.
So why do students work? Evan, 
a junior here at school, said he 
works so that he can earn enough 
money to ship his car from Hawaii 
to Washington. 
Every person has an individual 
motivation behind the decision to 
work, and it’s astonishing to dis-
cover how much variety exists. 
Melody, a sophomore, said she 
is looking for a job because she 
will have to pay rent for the first 
time. 
These diverse needs shape the 
direction students go when ven-
turing into the job market; for 
some the focus is to obtain decent 
wages to live from, for others it’s 
purely for the experience and net-
working.
Career and Employment Servic-
es is a great resource on campus to 
assist students in their career de-
velopment process. 
They can be found in Howarth 
101 and offer exclusive opportu-
nities on which students can cap-
italize, including but not limited 
to: resume writing, alumni con-
nection, tailored job searches, and 
custom approaches to a student’s 
idealized career pathway. 
Student Employment Coordi-
nator Andrea Shea discussed the 
multitude of benefits within Ca-
reer and Employment Services 
and the contributions that work 
plays into a student’s performance 
in college. 
“CES knows that every interac-
tion with the work setting is going 
to influence your career path,” she 
said. 
There is always something of 
value to take away from each en-
counter a student has with an em-
ployer or future contact that can 
translate into references for a more 
suitable career.
Working while attending college 
can help develop new skills, culti-
vate leadership, and reinforce the 
ever-crucial practice of time man-
agement. 
Shea commented that the rec-
ommended hours for students to 
work each week is 19-20, but even 
with 15 hours she can notice stu-
dents “do better, are more struc-
tured and organized and make 
[valuable] connections.” 
The workload students under-
take is dependent upon their own 
personal time boundaries and 
commitment to balancing school 
and extra activities, though gener-
ally 20 hours a week is a reason-
able maximum. 
Shea also mentioned that work-
ing during college has become 
more typical. 
 “I started working when I was 
14 and when I got to campus I 
didn’t see a reason not to,” Jess, a 
senior at Puget Sound, said. She 
works now to sustain her living 
expenses.
The next time you fill out that 
job application, ask yourself, “Why 
am I doing this? How will it ben-
efit me in the long run? and Is this 
manageable with my schedule?” 
Work becomes not something 
simply to be done because it’s a 
job, but shifts into progress to-
ward shaping individual goals and 
dreams.
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Each fall, as the sun finally makes 
way for the autumn cloud cover and 
campus settles in for the semes-
ter, the season of film festivals be-
gins with gusto. One of the most an-
ticipated festivals this season is the 
Honors Film Series, whose 2011 Se-
ries on the post-apocalypse includ-
ed Wall-E, Shaun of the Dead and 
Delicatessen, and left campus eagerly 
awaiting this year’s installment. 
I sat down with this year’s student 
director, Ariana Scott-Zechlin, who 
is organizing the Honors Film Se-
ries for the third year, to talk about 
the work that has gone into the 2012 
Honors Film Series, entitled “Don’t 
Leave Me Here Alone.”
“The series begins with people 
who would rather die than leave 
their ‘means to live’ and ends with 
people who are so obsessed with 
those who have died that they no 
longer know how to live themselves,” 
Scott-Zechlin, a senior in the Hon-
ors Program who works with Lina 
Bloomer, the Honors Program sec-
retary, and Professor Andy Rex, the 
Honors Program director, to put to-
gether the Series, said. 
The inspiration for the this year’s 
theme came from a poignant aca-
demic experience Scott-Zechlin had 
outside the Honors Program. 
“I took our university’s course on 
pre-modern Japanese literature a 
couple years ago and ended up very 
intrigued by pre-modern Japanese 
aesthetics, which focus in part on 
the beautiful tragedy that results in 
loving something so much that you 
are tormented in your inability to let 
it go, despite its inevitable passing,” 
she said. 
She originally volunteered to di-
rect the Film Series in 2010, which 
includes defining a theme for the se-
ries each year. 
“I basically choose the theme by 
starting with one or two films I really 
want to show people and then seeing 
if there are any overarching themes 
within those films that I could ex-
pand upon to form a series,” she said. 
Each year the series consists of 
five films over roughly a month in 
the fall semester, presented by the 
students of the Honors Program as a 
way to connect the Program with the 
greater Puget Sound community. In 
addition to the films, the series also 
features a discussion led by a faculty 
member relating to the theme of the 
series. This year, the introductory tea 
on Oct. 8 will feature a talk by Pro-
fessor Priti Joshi entitled “Is Dying 
On Screen Easier?” 
“My personal goal with every film 
series is to give people the chance to 
see how a particular idea is inter-
preted across a varying spectrum of 
films: from familiar favorites to mov-
ies they’ve never even heard of, from 
old black and white films to bright-
ly colored animation,” Scott-Zechlin 
explained. “I hope people will gain a 
new perspective on the many differ-
ent ways we portray death and ob-
session, as well as an appreciation for 
how the two ideas are connected.”
The series begins on Monday, Oct. 
8 at 4 p.m. in the Honors House with 
the Introductory Tea featuring Pro-
fessor Joshi, followed by the movies 
(all at 7 p.m. in Rouch), beginning 
with, The Legend of 1900 on Oct. 9, 
The Red Shoes on Oct. 23, Rebec-
ca on Oct. 30, Is Anybody There? on 
Nov. 6, and concluding with Up on 
Nov. 11.
AIDS isn’t over. This was the mes-
sage that lingered at the spirited jubi-
lee of the annual South Sound AIDS 
walk on Saturday, Sept. 22. 
Hundreds of teal-clad walkers 
from all walks of life gathered at 
Cheney Stadium and transformed 
into a community. 
They chatted and laughed over 
scones and coffee, they collected 
stickers and information at booths 
set up by local organizations and 
they even joined in an energetic 
group dance. 
They had come to celebrate and to 
remember the lives of those lost to 
AIDS.
Loggers of Love at the Univer-
sity of Puget Sound had a respect-
able presence. They had 47 regis-
tered walkers and had raised a total 
of $1,025. 
Many more student volunteers 
from clubs all over campus could 
be seen standing along the trail, en-
couraging the walkers and setting up 
and taking down the event. 
“It’s important for us to break out 
of the Puget Sound bubble and be in-
volved in the community,” Clara Sci-
ortino, a Puget Sound senior who 
has attended the AIDS walk for two 
years, said. 
“There’s still a lot of stigma sur-
rounding AIDS, so it’s important to 
raise awareness and to be aware of it 
… because there are probably people 
on our campus who have HIV that 
we don’t know about, so just to show 
that we care about it is really impor-
tant,” she continued.
Just before the walk started, walk-
ers heard the testimony of Jessi-
ca Culpit, who found out when she 
was five months pregnant with her 
daughter (who is now 14 years old) 
that they had both most likely con-
tracted HIV. 
She told of how, when her daugh-
ter was a child, she would have to 
change the feeding tube that gave her 
daughter the necessary medication, 
and how much pain it caused her. 
Now, though her daughter’s HIV 
is undetectable, Culpit still struggles 
with the disease herself.    
“Every day is a battle. If I don’t 
eat enough food, eat the right foods, 
and get exercise, I lose muscle mass, 
I lose fat, and I can look like a walk-
ing skeleton, not a pretty sight. And I 
can get there fast,” she said. 
“AIDS is still a battle and a fight 
for those suffering from it. It’s still a 
battle and a fight for the loved ones 
watching them suffer from it, and it’s 
still a battle and a fight for all of you 
out there who don’t have it, to keep 
from getting it… Only you can keep 
yourself safe.”
Inspired, walkers lined up behind 
the traditional balloon arch and 
grabbed poles with ribbons on top. 
Each ribbon had the name of an 
AIDS casualty, and walkers were en-
couraged to take more than one in 
order to acknowledge the lives of 
loved ones who have died. 
When the blow horn sounded, the 
crowd cheered, and the long-awaited 
walk began.
At times, AIDS may seem like old 
news; it has slipped out of the fore-
front of the media, and with the 
emergence of better drugs, many 
people view AIDS as a problem fixed. 
This kind of thinking, however, is 
just what the Pierce County AIDS 
Foundation (PCAF) wants to dis-
courage. 
“The most important thing for 
young people to recognize is that 
even though today people with HIV 
can live for a normal life span, there 
is an extreme impact on an individ-
ual’s life. These people are not like 
Magic Johnson, and most of them 
don’t have enough money to pay for 
the expensive treatment,” Amy Jones, 
the Volunteer Coordinator, said.       
The PCAF has serviced over 2,000 
people over the years, helping them 
navigate the health care system and 
making sure they have a roof over 
their heads and food on the table. 
The $42,230 raised this year will 
be funneled into the PCAF, and will 
go towards the services that the orga-
nization provides for those in the Ta-
coma community who are HIV posi-
tive as well as raising awareness and 
encouraging prevention.
“This is an opportunity to cele-
brate our partnership with UPS and 
to encourage relationships with peo-
ple who have seen the drastic effects 
of AIDS with the next generation,” 
Jones, who recognized the impor-
tance that Puget Sound is involved 
with the walk, said.
PHOTO COURTESY /HAILA SCHULTZ
By HAiLA sCHULTZ
Painting the streets teal: Tacomans rally 
together to support South Sound AIDS Walk
AIDS Walk: Last Saturday, participants honored the thousands of lives affected by AIDS by de-
voting the time and energy to enact their commitment to preventing the disease.
Honors film series
By EMiLY ALfin JOHnsOn
Student employment: an overview
By nAKisHA REnEE JOnEs
“ Working while attending 
college can help develop 
new skills, cultivate 
leadership and reinforce the 
ever-crucial practice of time 
management.”
“There’s still a lot of 
stigma surround AIDS, 
so it’s important to raise 
awareness...”
—Clara Sciortino
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By BEn KAsTEnBAUM
Now, as a longtime football fan 
and a University of Puget Sound 
student, logic would tell us that I 
would have been to a Puget Sound 
football game by now. While this 
was the case before Saturday’s game, 
it is no longer true that I have isolat-
ed myself from the excitement that 
is Logger football. 
My previous discernments with 
going to Puget Sound football games 
were washed away within seconds of 
walking into the stadium. One can 
begin to feel the electricity in the at-
mosphere by just taking a few steps 
beyond the front gate. I was amazed 
by all of the people in the stands, 
and by the overwhelming energy 
that could only be felt. Finding an 
open seat was not easy, but once I 
did, I was ready to take on Whittier. 
The first noticeable observation I 
made of our Loggers was how hard 
they play. The Whittier Poets went 
up early in the game with a field 
goal, but that seemed to only fuel 
the fire underneath the Loggers’ de-
fense. 
After a punt trapped the Poets in-
side their own 5-yard line, the de-
fense swarmed the Poets like bees 
after honey, with sophomore Con-
nor Savage (Bothell, Wash.) making 
a tackle in the end zone for a safe-
ty. A safety is only two points, but 
the momentum coming from a safe-
ty can lead to many more. The score 
following the safety was 3-2, Poets. 
While the Loggers did not fully 
capitalize on the safety opportuni-
ty by turning the ball back over to 
the Poets, they were just as hungry 
as ever on the defensive side of the 
ball. The Poets thought they could 
get a huge play by heaving a 40-yard 
bomb over the top of our defense. 
As I saw the ball go in the air it 
was as if time slowed down, and I 
realized the momentous impact this 
play could have. Half of me was in 
fear that the ball was going to be 
caught, while the other half was 
wrapped up in the excitement of 
such a pass. 
I followed the soaring ball’s en-
tire journey and my fears of it being 
caught came true, but it was a Log-
ger that came up with it—Savage. 
Savage did not want his highlights 
to end with just his safety, and de-
cided to make a Sportscenter-wor-
thy play by showing the Poet wide 
receiver how it’s done. 
While our offense was not put-
ting huge points on the board early, 
junior running back Kupono Park 
(Waimanalo, Hawaii) was running 
very well and our offensive line had 
consistent blocking up front. The 
Loggers had a good mix of run and 
pass, which allowed them to run 
draw plays to open up even bigger 
holes for Park. 
Our offense was really picking up 
a head of steam, but unfortunately 
the plague of turnovers seemed to 
be an early theme, with sophomore 
quarterback Braden Foley (Bothell, 
Wash.) throwing his second pick to 
the Poets. However, on the last play 
of the first quarter, freshman de-
fensive back Frank Muzio (Alame-
da, Calif.) reminded the Poets what 
goes around comes around, inter-
cepting a pass on the Loggers’ 25 
and returning it nearly to midfield. 
At the start of the second quarter, 
Foley connected with senior wide 
receiver Galen Arakawa (Aiea, Ha-
waii) on a textbook 21–yard slant 
pattern to give the Loggers their 
first lead of the season. The score 
was 9-3, Loggers following the ex-
tra point. 
The excitement was short-lived, 
as the Poets scored on their next 
drive, taking a 10-9 lead. After this 
score, the Poets became somewhat 
“poetic” on offense, scoring the next 
17 points of the game to build a 27-9 
lead. In the second half we scratched 
our way back within 10 points 
thanks in part to Park’s two rush-
ing touchdowns in the third quarter. 
Yet, the Poets always seemed time-
ly in their responses with a scoring 
drive whenever the Loggers scored. 
The final score was 55-24, Poets. 
On a statistical note, Park had a 
career high 115 yards rushing on 
24 attempts. Foley threw for 315 
yards despite his three interceptions 
on 24-of-43 passing. Senior Nasser 
Kyobe (Lynwood, Wash.) had a sea-
son-high 10 tackles, while Savage 
had six tackles to go along with his 
two interceptions and safety. 
On a very high note, senior Adam 
Kniffin (Salem, Ore.) became Puget 
Sound’s all-time leader in receiving 
yards. This is an astonishing accom-
plishment if you consider how far 
back the Loggers’ football program 
goes. 
Overall this football game was a 
great experience. I got to see how 
talented, hardworking and passion-
ate our Logger football team is. De-
spite the fact that we did not walk 
away with the win, I do not hesitate 
to say that I will carry much deeper 
memories of this game beyond the 
win/loss column. 
The Loggers show great promise 
in the defense’s ability to turn the 
ball over, and the offense can con-
sistently move the ball. Both of these 
features make for a solid team that 
can really go places this year. If a few 
more errors are cut down, and we 
play with the same intensity, I may 
soon be writing about the victory af-
ter-parties.  
Logger football falls short in hard fought battle 
against Whittier College, drops to 0-3 record
Searching for daylight: Loggers RB Kupono Park darts forward, looking to make a couple of Whittier defenders miss during the 
Loggers’ 55-24 loss on Saturday, Sept. 22.  Park finished the game with 115 yards rushing, which set a career-high for him.
Loggers Football Schedule
Fall 2012
September 1 @ Sewanee L 30-7
September 8 @ Chapman L 55-35
September 22 vs. Whittier L 55-24
September 29 vs. Lewis & Clark
October 6 vs. Pacific (Ore.)
October 20 @ Whitworth
October 27 vs. Pacific Lutheran
November 3 vs. Linfield
November 10 @ Willamette
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Logger Spotlight, Sept. edition:
Landon Gauthier shines brightly
By sTEpHEn HAMWAY
Every month, The Trail will look 
at the best of the Puget Sound sports 
world, and name one athlete who ex-
cels both on and off the field in “Log-
ger Spotlight.” This September, that 
honor goes to junior forward for the 
Loggers men’s soccer team: Landon 
Gauthier (Fox Island, Wash.)
After starting the season a bit slow-
ly with a tie followed by a loss, men’s 
soccer has been on fire ever since, 
winning their last seven games in a 
row, including four straight in confer-
ence play. Gauthier has played a vital 
role in the team’s resurgence.
Obviously, the success of a team 
can never just be traced to the per-
formance of one player, but Gauthier 
has clearly had a major impact on the 
team’s success so far in 2012. Gauth-
ier is tied for the team lead in goals 
scored, and has an assist on top of his 
scoring success. 
Gauthier has been a major part of 
the team since his freshman year, ap-
pearing in every game that the Log-
gers have played over the last two 
years, and starting more than half of 
them. 
He played well during those first 
two years, scoring four goals over the 
period. However, perhaps his most 
important role was that of a set-up 
man, as he accumulated 11 assists in 
2010 and 2011, which led the team 
over that time. 
However, now a junior on a team 
that has only two seniors, Gauthier 
is expected to take on more of a lead-
ership role. And in doing so, Gauth-
ier has made himself more of a scor-
er, as he is only one goal away from 
doubling his career number of goals 
through less than half of the 2012 
season. And while there is still plen-
ty of season left to be played, the ear-
ly results have been encouraging. The 
7-1-1 record that has propelled the 
Loggers into the NSCAA’s top 25 ob-
viously speaks for itself, but Gauthier 
has also contributed on a more tangi-
ble level. 
Obviously, the three goals are en-
couraging, and are a career high for 
Gauthier already, but perhaps the best 
sign is that all three goals have been 
scored in conference play, suggest-
ing that Gauthier has been playing his 
best when it counts most. 
Perhaps Gauthier’s finest moment 
of the young season came in a Sept. 
15 bout against NWC rival Pacific 
(Ore.). With his team trailing 1-0 at 
the half, Gauthier took matters into 
his own hands, scoring twice with-
in the first eight minutes to give the 
Loggers a 2-1 lead that they would 
not relinquish. As Logger Athletics 
points out, Gauthier now has three 
of the Loggers’ past four goals. And 
perhaps the most significant aspect 
of the game was that the first of those 
two goals came on a penalty kick, sug-
gesting that Coach Reece Olney trusts 
Gauthier as a scorer and a leader for 
the Loggers.
  While there is still plenty of time 
left in the season, you cannot help but 
be impressed with this team so far. But 
a team is only as good as its leaders, 
and so far, Gauthier has done a fan-
tastic job of leading his team toward 
postseason play. Here’s hoping his 
success continues as the Loggers draw 
ever closer to the promised land.
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It is no question that the wom-
en’s soccer program at Universi-
ty of Puget Sound is good. Their 
record speaks for itself. Already 
proud recipients of 10 straight 
Northwest Conference champi-
onships, the Loggers remain the 
top contender for an 11th straight 
Conference championship title. 
Led by a superb coaching staff, 
headed by Randy Hanson, and 
five returning players, the young 
Puget Sound team seems poised 
to continue their winning tra-
dition this season, coming away 
with a pair of victories this past 
weekend. 
On Saturday, Sept. 22, the team 
took on the 25th-ranked Linfield 
Wildcats team on Puget Sound 
turf. Thanks to an incredible dis-
play of defensive skills, the Log-
gers clinched a 1-0 victory over 
the previously undefeated Wild-
cats. Goalie Kara Merfeld (Bell-
ingham, Wash.) did not allow 
Linfield any chance to score. 
In her three appearances this 
season, she has yet to give up a 
single goal in the 200 minutes 
that she has been on the field. 
Juniors Lauren Swanson (Eagle, 
Idaho) and Kylie Beeson (Ever-
ett, Wash.) both contributed to 
the Loggers’ lone game-clinching 
goal, as Swanson put a rebounded 
ball off a corner kick from Beeson 
into the goal. When the competi-
tion got tough, the Loggers rose to 
the challenge. 
“The game against Linfield is 
always a battle, and yesterday was 
no exception. And I expect that 
every game this season is going to 
be tough to win.  But every per-
son on this team is doing the work 
to keep improving and help each 
other get better, and that can only 
make our team stronger and more 
able to come out and battle week 
after week,” Beeson said.  
“And I would say that is one of 
the goals for our season: to come 
out every day knowing that we 
were as prepared as we could be, 
and that we played as well as we 
could,” she continued.   
On Sunday, Sept. 23, Puget 
Sound women’s soccer took the 
field again, this time facing off 
against the Willamette Bearcats 
(3-5-0, 1-3-0 NWC) in Bearcats 
territory. Sophomore Liz Blonden 
(Seattle, Wash.), who spent last 
year on the bench as a medical 
redshirt due to a season-ending 
injury, scored the first goal for 
the Loggers off of a corner kick by 
Beeson. 
Sophomore Robin Vieira (Se-
attle, Wash.) was responsible for 
the next two Puget Sound goals, 
both scored in the second half 
of the game: one off a pass from 
freshman Cassie Winter (Seattle, 
Wash.) and another assisted by 
Beeson. 
Yet again the Loggers displayed 
their defensive skills, and Merfeld 
extended her streak to 290 min-
utes of playing time without al-
lowing a goal as Puget Sound went 
on to clinch their third straight 
win, as well as their third straight 
shutout victory. 
The Loggers, who had clinched 
the lone spot in second place in 
the Northwest Conference with 
their victory over Linfield the day 
before, improved their record to 
4-2-1, and 3-0-1 in the NWC.    
Women’s soccer stays undefeated in NWC play 
Fighting hard: The Loggers and Amalia Acorda-Fey had to fight hard for their 1–0 victory over 
25th ranked Linfield on Saturday, Sept. 23. But in the end, the team had plenty to celebrate about 
as they moved their record in Northwest Conference play to a dominating 3-0-1.
By HAnnAH CHAsE
Men’s soccer hit the road this 
past weekend with a winning 
streak of five games under their 
belts. Away from Baker Stadium, 
there was added pressure to con-
tinue with their excellent perfor-
mance on the field. They did not 
disappoint.
The Loggers ended their week-
end with two more wins over Wil-
lamette and Linfield on Sept. 22 
and Sept. 23 respectively. The 
No. 24 Loggers remain perfect in 
Northwest Conference play (7-1-
1, 4-0 NWC) and have run their 
winning streak to seven: a fan-
tastic feat for a talented group of 
players.
With each passing season the 
Loggers have set their sights on 
Conference championships.  And 
with each year, that goal comes 
closer within reach. 
“I never felt that talent was an 
issue for our team in the past. 
During my first three seasons at 
Puget Sound the only problem we 
had was an inconsistent approach. 
That has really changed this year: 
our mentality is on another level. 
The leadership, from our coaching 
staff and captains, has been instru-
mental in keeping every player on 
the same page, both on and off the 
field. To me, the most exciting part 
is that we have yet to reach our 
plateau. This is an incredibly spe-
cial group of guys and I feel privi-
leged to be a part of the team,” se-
nior Chris Shaw (Coeur d’Alene, 
Idaho) said.
The winning weekend began at 
Willamette. After a 0-0 finish at 
halftime, it was anybody’s game. 
However, the Loggers did not al-
low Willamette to gain the advan-
tage.
According to Logger Athlet-
ics, in the 50th minute sopho-
more Sean Ryan’s (Mill Creek, 
Wash.) throw-in was flicked to 
the far post by junior Colin Mc-
Intosh (Olympia, Wash.), the ball 
was then headed into the lower 
left corner of the net by junior An-
drew White (Steamboat Springs, 
Colo.) for a Logger lead of 1-0.
Four minutes after the first goal, 
freshman Sam Zisette (Seattle, 
Wash.) made an unassisted insur-
ance goal for the Logger win.  
Logger goalkeeper, senior Chris 
McDonald (Newton, Mass.), made 
two saves in the second half for 
their second consecutive shut-out 
match.
Zisette made his second win-
ning goal over the weekend with 
his well–placed shot against Lin-
field. The goal came in the 21st 
minute of the game. Junior Land-
on Gauthier (Fox Island, Wash.) 
played the ball to the middle of the 
box where Zisette lifted his shot 
over the goalkeeper for the game-
winner.
At half, Linfield was on the of-
fensive driving 10 shots at the goal 
and allowing the Loggers only one. 
However, none of the shots were 
put on goal as the Loggers held on 
to another shut-out victory.  
The victory marked the seventh 
consecutive win for the Loggers 
and during those seven match-
es only one goal has been allowed 
past the Logger goalkeeper.  Mc-
Donald now owns a 0.64 goals 
against average (GAA) and is one 
shut-out shy from being second 
all-time on the Logger shut-out 
list. The win against Linfield was 
his sixth shutout match of the sea-
son.
As the Loggers prepare to face 
off against Whitman and 11th 
ranked Whitworth on Sept. 29 and 
Sept. 30, respectively, Puget Sound 
fans can only hope that the team’s 
drive and tremendous talent will 
carry the winning-streak to eight 
and then nine.  With this particu-
lar group of men on the field, that 
is a very attainable goal.
“I feel confident in our team this 
year. We have matured a lot over 
the offseason, and have worked 
hard to put ourselves in the best 
position to contend for a confer-
ence championship. I think that 
this team has a strong mentality 
from top to bottom, and that we 
have all the components of a cham-
pionship team. From here, it is the 
work that we put in every day in 
practice and games that will deter-
mine our season this year. That is 
an exciting position to be in, be-
cause it means that we feel that 
we can really control what shape 
our season takes. I haven’t talked 
about the skills this team has or 
many specifics at all because I feel 
we have those every year. This year 
we are mainly just excited to work 
hard, get better every time we step 
on the field, and come away at the 
end of the year having achieved 
the ultimate success of a confer-
ence championship, knowing that 
we left everything we had out on 
the field,” McDonald said.
The Loggers will be on the road 
this weekend. Check in at Logger 
Athletics to see how they are doing 
away from Baker Stadium.
Strong weekend for soccer, team 
runs winning streak to seven
Logger unity: The Loggers celebrate during a break in the ac-
tion during their victory over Linfield on Sept. 23. The win over 
a conference rival keeps the Loggers in the hunt for an 11th 
straight Northwest Conference championship.
By AnGEL JOHnsOn
The Puget Sound vol-leyball team con-tinued their confer-ence winning streak 
this weekend in Oregon against 
George Fox and Pacific.  
On Friday, Sept. 21 the Loggers 
faced off against the George Fox 
Bruins and stayed in perfect form 
sweeping the match 3-0 in their 
favor. The next night against the 
Pacific Boxers, the Loggers once 
again swept the match 3-0, and 
that win made them 4-0 in the 
NWC and ranked 10th overall.
In the first set against George 
Fox, the Bruins almost caused 
an upset when they took the lead 
13-6 from the Loggers thanks 
to several serves. This made the 
Loggers more determined to win 
the set and they slowly caught up 
to George Fox to win the set 30-
28. 
Within the second and third 
sets the Loggers left no room 
for George Fox to even attempt 
to cause an upset. They won the 
second set 25-18. Once the third 
and final set started the Loggers 
took the lead at the very begin-
ning, leading George Fox 10-1 at 
one point in the set. When the set 
concluded the Loggers had won 
25-20.
Junior Jackie Harvey (Santa 
Barbara, Calif.) led the Loggers 
with 12 kills and 13 digs, and ju-
nior Jenni Brehove (Vista, Calif.) 
had 36 assists, 11 digs and three 
aces; both were key players in the 
Loggers’ victory over George Fox. 
Juniors Marissa Florant (Palo 
Alto, Calif.) and Christina Chun 
(Pearl City, Hawaii) both contrib-
uted to the Loggers win with digs. 
Florant had 15 digs and eight kills 
and Chun added in another 12 
digs. Sophomore Nicolette Reyn-
aud (Los Gatos, Calif.) had three 
kills, two solo blocks and two 
block assists. 
The Loggers had their next 
conference game on Saturday, 
Sept. 22 against Pacific. The Log-
gers came out extremely strong 
and that helped bring Pacific their 
first conference loss this season. 
The Loggers breezed through the 
first two sets winning the first 25-
13 and the second 25-14. 
Pacific made a strong attempt 
to win the third set, but it still was 
not enough and the Loggers took 
the set 29-27. Harvey led the Log-
gers in this match with 16 kills 
and 14 digs, and junior Kristin 
Best (Woodburn, Ore.) had eight 
kills.  Brehove had an impressive 
game with 40 assists for the Log-
gers, while Florant had 11 kills 
and 16 digs.
The Loggers will play next week 
in Oregon on Friday and Saturday 
against Linfield and Willamette, 
and will conclude their weekend 
of games Sunday against Colora-
do College at home.  
Volleyball remains 
undefeated in NWC
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Team runs their record to 
3-0-1 in the conference
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By VOnniE KEATGUTs
NASA scientists were stunned to 
discover that Curiosity, the new rover 
recently landed on Mars, made con-
tact of a kind they never could have 
expected.
“It was pretty much a typical post-
landing rager,” Bill Ingall, one of the 
Curiosity team leaders, said. “A few 
guys doing blow off a hooker’s stom-
ach rolls, that kind of thing, you know 
basic NASA stuff. I was showing this 
chick the landing footage again when 
I first saw it: a kind of black shape, 
right under the rover before it land-
ed.”
He called over Jim Carroll, the mis-
sion beer pong whiz, to help him de-
cipher the unidentified object. “Now, 
Bill was about 12 shots of Patron 
down at this point, so I was skepti-
cal when he called me over, but when 
I saw it there was no doubt about it: 
Curiosity landed on a moving object,” 
he said.
A painfully sober review of the 
footage the next morning by the 
whole team was assembled to deter-
mine exactly what they were seeing. 
Shocking as it may seem, the Curios-
ity team was unanimous in its find-
ings: the rover had landed on a Mar-
tian life form stunningly similar to 
the average Earth-bound cat.
“Our initial thought was, ‘We took 
that LSD 12 hours ago, and we’re still 
seeing things?’” Ingall said. “But no 
— this is real. Curiosity killed the cat.”
The truly frustrating part, accord-
ing to team members, is that both 
peers in the field and the public at 
large are struggling to take the dis-
covery and its implications seriously 
due to the quasi-prophetic children’s 
axiom involved.
“Yes, Curiosity killed the cat. I get 
it. So goddamn funny,” Ingall lament-
ed. “People realize this means that 
advanced life exists on Mars, right? 
And that essentially re-writes every 
existing theory about life in our so-
lar system and our understanding of 
the universe. WE ARE NOT ALONE! 
Are we the only ones who actually 
care about that part?”
The answer seems to be yes. The in-
cident, which is being referred to as 
“God’s shitty sense of humor” by the 
bitter scientific team, is causing more 
stunned chuckles than feverish dis-
cussions about aliens. Also getting 
some play is the Wizard of Oz element 
to the story.
“Was that the Wicked Cat of East-
ern Mars? Ha ha ha,” renowned the-
oretical physicist Stephen Hawking 
chuckled through his computer voice 
box. 
Perhaps in the future, human-
ity will be able to overcome the aw-
ful pun and look to the wider impli-
cations of the discovery. “But don’t 
count on it,” Ingall cautioned. 
“People are really goddamn stupid,” 
he concluded. 
Life found on Red Planet: 
accidentally run over
Dear Trail Editor,
My name is Yewfrond Gold-
berg and I am the leader of an en-
vironmental action group known 
as Transfer Students for a Sustain-
able Earth, or TSSE. It has come 
to my attention that our recent 
action against the University has 
gone unnoticed. 
We of TSSE share a commit-
ment to a back-to-basics lifestyle 
and the preservation of Moth-
er Earth. Based in the canopy of 
the Arboretum, we live and work 
amongst the trees, descending 
only to feed, excrete and fornicate. 
Our organization was recently 
alerted to the wholesale destruc-
tion of the environment caused by 
the printing of class materials by 
Puget Sound Students.  
It has become very clear that 
most of the students here have 
already been brainwashed into 
the axe slinging tradition. The 
cheers of “hack, hack, chop, chop” 
make us sick. The school’s en-
thusiasm for chopping down de-
fenseless trees, the true masters 
of this earth, is unrivaled. You 
have even named your new psy-
chology building, Weyerhaeuser 
Hall, after a family and compa-
ny that grew fat from the defile-
ment of our woodlands and now 
ranks as the 63rd worst air pol-
luter in the country. The line from 
Weyerhaeuser’s mills to the Col-
lin’s Library printers is clear: the 
air reeks of cronyism. We saw the 
need for action, so we took it.
 We are the ones who hacked 
into and shut down your beloved 
PrintGreen program, believing it 
would stop all printing capabili-
ties.
However, to our horror, you 
Loggers drastically increased the 
amount of things printed the very 
same night. Upon further review, 
it became clear that the printing 
system was in fact to limit print-
er use. Hindsight is, as they say, 
20/20. 
However, this minor fluke does 
not mean we will be silenced. I am 
issuing a warning. TSSE means 
business, and if this University 
does not stop breeding tree-chop-
ping barbarians we will strike 
again. And this time, you will 
take notice. Hide the Grizz, hide 
your plastic water bottles, because 
TSSE is not leaving Tacoma any-
time soon. 
Sincerely yours,
Yewfrond Goldberg
TSSE President, Treasurer and 
Member
By MOUTH-BREATHin’ MEL
It’s everyone’s favorite scent, and 
soon it’s going to be available in a de-
partment store near you! I’m talking, 
of course, about the sweet, chemical 
breeze that warms lungs all around 
the Greater Tacoma area: the Ta-
coma Aroma. Students and T-Locs 
alike agree that there is nothing quite 
like stepping outside on a cool, misty 
autumn morning and taking a deep 
breath of sulfur and ammonium zir-
conium plutonium paper pulp. That’s 
why former paper-millers-turned-
entrepreneurs, Chuck Gastro and 
Ralph Hurley have teamed up to cap-
ture the beauty of this scent in a per-
fume for both men and women. 
“It’s just been a part of our lives,” 
Hurley said. “Some say it smells like 
a fish died in a port-a-potty. Hell, 
I’ve heard people say it smells like 
pure, unadulterated fear. But to me ‘n’ 
Chuck, it smells like home.” 
Gastro compares the scent of the 
perfume to, “one of those smells simi-
lar to a really nasty fart. You recognize 
that it smells awful, but at the same 
time you can’t help but appreciate the 
degree of awfulness.” 
News of Gastro and Hurley’s “Ta-
coma Aroma: Eau de T-Loc” has 
spread to other Northwest cities like 
Boise and Portland, whose city offi-
cials have taken it upon themselves to 
come up with their own “city scent.” 
Portland mayor Sam Adams has 
suggested a “taint-sweat and dread-
locks kind of smell,” and Boise mayor 
David Bieter is opting for “Slurry pits, 
potatoes and chewing tobacco.” 
T-Locs know, though, that their 
smell reigns supreme. It has become 
as much a part of Washington’s state 
history as Kurt Cobain’s shotgun and 
the University of Puget Sound’s foot-
ball team. 
Tacoma’s own mayor, Marilyn 
Strickland, fully endorses the product 
and has even agreed to give out sam-
ples of the perfume at voting booths 
in November. 
“I actually stop by the paper mills 
every now and again to just breath in 
the chemicals and the aroma,” Strick-
land said regarding her endorsement. 
“There’s nothing quite like the satis-
faction of fulfilling one’s right to vote, 
and immediately coming out of the 
booth smelling like a champion. I 
love that shit.” 
Tacoma is already riddled with 
charm, from the Glass Museum that 
totally looks like a bong, to the giant 
boob with a nipple tassel that is the 
Tacoma Dome, and the aroma is the 
unique feature that has people from 
all over foaming at the mouth with 
anticipation for Gastro and Hurley’s 
new perfume, set to hit the market 
around the December holidays ... Or 
maybe that’s just the smell. 
By JEZABEL LiGHTLY
During this past weekend, 
Puget Sound security services 
faced perhaps their biggest in-
ternal crisis to date. At approx-
imately 11 p.m. on Friday, Sept. 
14, University of Washington: 
Tacoma security forces were 
contacted by University of Puget 
Sound Security because of ex-
treme “paranormal activity” re-
ported around campus. Shortly 
after being called, UWT security 
arrived on the scene to find four 
Puget Sound campus securi-
ty officers huddled, shivering in 
the front seat of a white security 
truck.  After making it clear that 
the rescuing officers were not, in 
fact, ghosts, even going so far as 
to pinky promise, the UWT offi-
cers were able to get an account 
of what happened to make four 
grown men huddle for safety in 
their truck. 
The four men, crammed to-
gether with their vehicle lights 
on, were barely able to squeak 
out audible references to “ghosts” 
and “Bundy” before UWT ser-
vices determined they were in 
dire need of medical attention. 
After several changes of un-
dergarments and one lengthy 
call to mommy, Puget Sound Se-
curity Services were able to get 
across that they were in the act of 
hiding from Ted Bundy’s ghost 
that had followed them around 
campus. The ghost had followed 
them up and down Union and 
had eventually trapped them in 
their truck. 
UWT officials eventually de-
termined that the cause of the 
predicament was in fact a way-
ward radio user making eerie 
noises on the private security ra-
dio channel.  Director of Puget 
Sound Security Rodd Badman, 
and several off-duty security 
members, are central suspects in 
the investigation. 
“They were in desperate need 
of tissues and perhaps a cup 
of hot cocoa,” Rescuing offi-
cer Wayne Smith said. “It might 
be necessary for them to utilize 
nightlights for at least the next 
few weeks.”
After the incident, the UWT 
Security Services congratulated 
their Puget Sound counterparts 
on making “One big green dot” 
by calling for help when feeling 
unsafe. 
“In the end, they did the right 
thing,” Chief of UWT securi-
ty John Dick said, “by reaching 
out for help when they became 
scared or felt unsafe.” 
UWT officials have made it 
known to The Trail that they in-
tend to file a full formal report, 
yet are uncertain as to whom to 
send it given the nature of the 
case. 
Badman has come out as say-
ing that he plans on having a 
“real serious formal one-on-one 
check in” with the head of UWT 
security “should any lingering 
feelings or fears remain.” 
Security Services gets desperateTacoma aroma: Eau-
de T-Loc in stores
Killing the cat: Compter rendering of the Curiosty Rover dur-
ing the incident. Rendered by one of Puget Sound’s Art Majors
A warning to Puget 
Sounds’s hypocrites 
and polluters
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By TAYLOR AppLEGATE
The coming of autumn brings a 
host of delights: colorful leaves, co-
coa-drinking weather and, most im-
portantly, new seasons of our favor-
ite TV shows. For many of us, that 
means the highly anticipated sev-
enth season of British sci-fi master-
piece Doctor Who.
Debuted in 1963, Doctor Who is 
the longest-running sci-fi show in 
history. The show follows the ad-
ventures of the Doctor, a 900-odd-
year-old Time Lord from the planet 
Gallifrey. With the help of his blue 
police-box-shaped spaceship and 
time machine, the TARDIS, he trav-
els the universe with a succession of 
companions, usually young women 
from Earth. 
Due to his genes, and some quick 
thinking on the part of the writers, 
the Doctor cannot die: if mortal-
ly injured, he simply changes every 
cell in his body and regenerates. This 
allows the show to continue with a 
new actor, keeping the chemistry 
and feel of the show fresh. 
After a nearly 15-year hia-
tus, a new, revamped version was 
launched in 2005, starring Christo-
pher Eccleston as the ninth incarna-
tion of the Doctor. David Tennant 
took over the role at the end of 2005, 
and the Doctor is currently played 
by 26-year-old Matt Smith, who 
joined the cast in 2010 along with 
a brand-new companion and a re-
modeled TARDIS.
“I love the whimsy involved with 
everything,” junior Dylan Russom 
said. “There is an overarching theme 
in most of the seasons, but the Doc-
tor and his companions tend to just 
randomly pop in on different time 
periods and planets.”
Since Smith joined the cast as the 
title character, the show has been 
rapidly gaining popularity not just 
in the UK, where it has always been 
a prominent part of popular culture, 
but worldwide. 
According to junior G.A. Kang, 
this is probably due to the expansion 
of the BBC America channel as well 
as a strong Doctor Who presence on 
Netflix and social media site Tumblr. 
“Also the fact that Doctor Who cast 
members visited America is another 
factor that kind of fueled this recent 
popularity,” Kang said. 
Along with the new Doctor came 
a new head writer: Steven Mof-
fat, known for co-creating anoth-
er popular BBC program Sherlock, 
took over that position from Russel 
T. Davies in 2009. Moffat’s writing is 
known for its convoluted plot twists 
and heart-wrenching emotional mo-
ments. The overall style of the show 
changed somewhat, too, from the 
characteristically cheesy special ef-
fects of the show’s previous years to 
a much more polished final product 
that continues in the current season. 
These changes have not always 
been met with approval. Erika Bark-
er, a junior, has been a Who fan since 
she was introduced to the show in 
the fifth grade by her English par-
ents, but she has not been following 
the most recent season.  
“I think so much of what made 
Doctor Who joyful and fun to watch 
has been taken away,” Barker said. 
“While the Doctor himself is pret-
ty goofy and there are silly jokes 
made, the high production quality 
makes the whole series, to me, feel 
as though it takes itself way too se-
riously.” 
Viewership of the show, howev-
er, has never been as high as it is in 
the current season. Doctor Who is 
broadcast weekly in about 50 coun-
tries and has inspired an enormous 
fan base that is involved in the pro-
duction of fanzines, conventions, 
clubs, themed rock bands and even 
symphonies. 
The seventh season has four epi-
sodes so far and has already seen 
the Doctor facing his arch-enemy 
the Daleks, encountering dinosaurs 
on a spaceship, saving a Wild West 
settlement from a revengeful cyborg 
and moving in with his companions 
Amy and Rory. 
Amy has been the longest-run-
ning companion since the 2005 re-
launch, and is scheduled to depart 
the show following this Saturday’s 
episode “The Angels Take Manhat-
tan.” The new companion will be 
Jenna-Louise Coleman, who has al-
ready made a surprise appearance in 
the first episode of the current sea-
son as Oswin Oswald.
“I think Rory and Amy have been 
amazing, but they’ve spent more 
time with the Doctor than any of the 
other companions and I’m looking 
forward to seeing how the Doctor 
interacts with Oswin,” Russom said. 
Coleman will return to the role in 
the 2012 Christmas Special.
New episodes of Doctor Who air 
on BBC America at 9 p.m. on Satur-
days.
By MELAniE MAZZA
What are you up to this month? 
Or maybe next month? Not sure, 
huh? Well, want to do something 
fun and exciting out in the Seattle-
Tacoma area? 
That’s what I thought. Here are 
a few music-inspired ideas for the 
wonderful, musical place in which 
we live. 
When was the last time you 
got all dressed up, had some hors 
d’oeuvres and enjoyed a sultry and 
classy evening of jazz? Probably not 
recently enough. 
If you want to correct this, look 
into seeing the wonderful Mr. Kurt 
Elling at Dimitrou’s Jazz Alley in 
Seattle on Friday, Saturday or Sun-
day, Oct. 5-7. A little blast from 
the past is good for us all now and 
again, and Elling’s soothing voice 
and impeccable talent will leave you 
wishing you were born a couple of 
decades ago. 
If you’re looking for something a 
little more down-home, you could 
go see The Head and the Heart on 
Friday, Oct. 12 at the Viking Union 
Multi-Purpose Room in Belling-
ham. Not too long of a drive for this 
folksy Seattle-based group, who will 
sweep you away with their charm-
ing lyrics and catchy melodies. 
Perhaps you want something 
a little more exotic than a locally 
based band? Well, then you might 
want to go investigate Frightened 
Rabbit, a delightful, soulful group 
from Selkirk, Scotland. Do not miss 
this chance, because they may not 
be back anytime soon. They’ll be 
at the Triple Door Theater in Se-
attle on Oct. 15, waiting for a little 
Logger love to welcome them to the 
States. 
Did you see that great mov-
ie Once? About the musician who 
plays music on the streets of Dub-
lin? Well, you could see the real 
thing: Glen Hansard, both the actor 
and basis for that character. He will 
be at the Moore Theater in Seattle 
on Oct. 3. His raspy voice and gui-
tar expertise will be hard to top, and 
you get a quick trip to Dublin with 
the mere 45 minutes it will take you 
to get to the Moore. That’s hard to 
beat. 
Oh, you want something you can 
dance to? Well you should have said 
so. Two Door Cinema Club will be 
coming to the Showbox SoDo in 
Seattle on Oct. 20. This three-piece 
indie rock group puts on quite the 
show, and their bouncy beats and 
peppy lyrics will be sure to get you 
moving. 
Or you could try the New York 
based indie/electric duo Matt & 
Kim, who will also be sure to get 
everyone up and dancing. Just two 
wonderful artists with a new album 
Lightning dropping Oct. 2, it would 
be hard to miss their unique sound 
and energetic performance at the 
gorgeous Neptune Theater in Se-
attle on Oct. 30. Head over there 
and be one of the first to experience 
their new album firsthand. 
Or if you’re into some rhymes, 
there’s A$AP Rocky at the Showbox 
SoDo on Oct. 21. Go see the icon 
in person and see how he compares 
to his cohort Atmosphere, who just 
graced the Showbox stage last week. 
Now is also the perfect time to catch 
this performer, because he’ll be re-
leasing a new album on Oct. 31, so 
you’re likely to hear some of his new 
stuff before it’s released.
Want a smaller, classic indie-rock 
show? Head to Pike’s Place Market 
for a lovely afternoon in Seattle and 
then just cross the street right to the 
Showbox at the Market for Imagine 
Dragons on Oct. 2, or Beach House 
on Oct. 3. This smaller and perfectly 
located theater is a wonderful place 
to see these two up-and-comers. 
And for you Seattle faithfuls, 
there is of course the Macklemore 
and Ryan Lewis at the Showbox on 
Oct. 12. So go pop some thrift store 
tags and get yourself down there for 
one of Macklemore’s unforgettable 
performances. 
And if none of that sounded good 
to you, there’s always Open Mic 
Nights on Tuesdays at 7 p.m. at the 
Metronome Café (6th and Union) 
and at 8 p.m. in the Diversions Pia-
no Lounge every Thursday to satisfy 
your musical needs.
Array of local concerts proves promising this fall
Mixed response from 
Whovians at return of 
BBC’s Doctor Who
Dramatic story lines characterize 
Klugman’s new film The Words
By JOY pEARsOn
It was obvious from the get-go 
that this wasn’t going to be a happy 
film. The trailer was dark and dra-
matic, alluding to a lot of tension 
surrounding the theme for which 
the film is named: words. 
There are three ongoing plotlines 
in the film that are all rounded to-
gether and tied up in a bittersweet 
ending that leaves the viewer pon-
dering the importance of words and 
the power they wield. 
The first plotline takes place near 
the end of World War II, in which 
there is a young man (played by Ben 
Barnes) whose name is never re-
vealed. We find him in Paris near 
the end of the war sitting at a café 
with his friend when he is chastised 
by a French waitress named Ce-
lia (played by Nora Arnezeder) and 
falls in love with her. 
The performances of the two 
young actors are intense and pas-
sionate. The audience follows their 
bittersweet romance with keen in-
terest and a sense of pity as we watch 
several tragedies befall the couple, 
eventually leading to their bitter 
separation from one another. 
Skip forward several decades 
to the near future where we meet 
struggling writer Rory Jansen 
(played by Bradley Cooper) and his 
girlfriend Dora (played by Zoe Sal-
dana). It is here that we see Cooper 
shine as an actor. 
As a young artist myself, I con-
nected with the character of Rory as 
he struggles to find his identity and 
make a name for himself as a writer. 
It’s almost heartbreaking when 
we see him typing up the old manu-
script he comes across with the sole 
purpose of “wanting to know what 
it felt like to write such beautiful 
words.” It was this simple action that 
started off the chain of events that 
would inevitably lead to his down-
fall. The book is published at the in-
sistence of his wife when she ‘acci-
dentally’ reads it on his computer 
one day. 
Dora’s character was by far the 
most frustrating part of the whole 
film. While it is obvious that she 
loves her husband and supports his 
dream wholeheartedly, she seems to 
do so in a condescending manner 
until she reads the manuscript and 
is shocked that he could write such 
beautiful words. 
Throughout Rory’s storyline there 
is a theme of equivocation, as Rory 
is always vaguely answering ques-
tions concerning the book so as not 
to take ownership but never truly 
saying that he didn’t write it. While 
he isn’t comfortable with what he 
did, he is too scared to tell the truth 
and face the wrath of those to whom 
he lied.
 It is only when he is confronted 
by an old man (played by Jeremy 
Irons), that he is forced to face what 
he let happen. 
Irons’ performance is the show 
stealer: his and Cooper’s on-screen 
chemistry is electric as the old man 
tells his story about Celia and writ-
ing the book that Rory found and 
published. 
The old man goes through a rapid 
succession of emotions, all within a 
very short period of time, with ev-
ery scene he is in, so that you nev-
er know whether to be afraid of this 
man or to pity him. Truthfully, it 
is his performance that makes this 
movie worth watching.
Finally, we have one last storyline, 
that of Clay Hammond and Daniel-
la. Clay is an author doing a reading 
of his latest book titled The Words 
to a group of people. Clay is, in fact, 
telling the entire story of Rory and 
the young man and all of their woes. 
While this is occurring, his at-
tention is drawn to a young wom-
an by the name of Daniella (played 
by Olivia Wilde) who has a fixation 
on Clay that is borderline obsessive. 
She and Clay go to his apartment af-
ter the reading where she persuades 
Clay to tell her the rest of the sto-
ry. It is hinted to the audience at this 
point that Rory’s story is biographi-
cal to Clay’s life. 
The connecting idea of these three 
characters is simple: They loved 
words more than they loved any-
thing else, and that is what brought 
on their downfalls. 
The young man grows bitter, Rory 
remains famous yet burdened with 
guilt and loses Dora, and Clay lives 
alone with only his work to keep 
him going. 
For those who like drama that is 
layered and riddled with twists, they 
will enjoy this film as much as I did. 
The Words: Bradley Cooper stars in The Words as a writer who publishes another man’s work.
PHOTO COURTESY /  THEWORDSMOVIE.COM
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By MiCHELLE CURRY
Anthony’s at Point Defiance, a 
seafood restaurant offering fresh 
and local ingredients whenever pos-
sible, is a fine place to dine when 
parents are in town or to splurge 
and take a date. 
Booths line the circular restau-
rant, and on a nice summer evening 
diners have the opportunity to sit on 
the deck and watch the sunset and 
the Vashon Ferry sail back and forth 
from the Port of Tacoma to Vashon 
Island.
The wait staff at Anthony’s is high-
ly attentive and more than willing to 
customize orders to a diner’s specifi-
cations. The staff does not cross the 
line of overbearing and after an ini-
tial follow up on food quality will 
leave the diners to enjoy their meal 
in peace. 
Anthony’s offers seasonal special-
ties, and for this time of year “Peach-
o-rama” is the theme. Peach-fla-
vored drinks and desserts are the 
highlights of the meal for many din-
ers. Although we didn’t indulge in 
their peach-flavored drinks or des-
serts, the standard flavored well of 
vodka and soda was splendid.
Our dinner began with garlic 
bread ($4.95) and a split Caesar sal-
ad ($4.25).  Four large, crisp piec-
es of French bread were presented 
alongside the small Caeser salad. 
Enough food  for four, or two with 
a large appetite, these starters were 
able to tide us over until the arrival 
of the entrees. 
My dining companion ordered 
the smoked salmon fettuccine for 
the moderate price of $13.95. The 
portion size is, again, on the mod-
erate side—enough food to satis-
fy a large appetite, and those with 
smaller stomachs will have food to 
bring home. The fettuccine sauce re-
ceived high remarks, but was noth-
ing exquisite and could be ordered 
at nearly any other restaurant with a 
similar satisfaction level.
My entree was the house rockfish 
tacos ($10.95), which were wrapped 
in a flour tortilla with a mango kiwi 
salsa dressing topped with cole-
slaw for a satisfying crunch, paired 
with chips and a spicy salsa on the 
side. The tacos were large and just 
one was perfectly satisfying, leav-
ing me the extra taco to take home. 
The fish was not over-cooked. On 
the second day the extra taco tast-
ed just as moist and flavorful, if not 
more so, than when it was fresh 
from the kitchen. The price, quali-
ty and quantity of food proportions 
matched the entree and was well 
worth $10.95.
The portions are not what one 
would get at the Spaghetti Factory 
or The Hub; if you are looking for 
more bang for your buck, head to 
one of those two establishments. If 
you are looking for a more elegant 
and cozy atmosphere with quali-
ty food and fine service, Anthony’s 
should be your restaurant of choice. 
The restaurant offers an upscale feel, 
but won’t leave guests feeling un-
derdressed if they wear casual dark 
jeans and a nice top.
Anthony’s restaurant offers 
accessible and comfy dining
PHOTO COURTESY / JACK GILBERT
Elegant atmosphere: Puget Sound students can visit Anthony’s for a relaxed yet classy meal.
By LEAnnE GAn
Taking advantage of the rare amount of sun-shine in the first few weeks of school, Log-
gers put a hold on the rain boots 
and Northface jackets and broke 
out the f loral skirts, f lip f lops and 
a whole lot of f lannel. 
With students coming from so 
many different parts of the world, 
you can look forward to diversity 
in fashion across campus. 
However, a boho-chic vintage 
look seems to be dominating the 
Puget Sound population. 
Long, f lowing maxi skirts and 
blazers garnished with large but-
tons are gaining popularity with 
girls, while many men are seen 
wearing plaid f lannel, beanies or 
Sperry Top-Sider boat shoes. 
Infinity scarves are a great look 
for both hot and cold weather and 
can also be played up with a mul-
titude of clothes. 
Adding one to your wardrobe 
gives any dull ensemble a fresh 
addition, giving volume to other-
wise f lat outfits. 
Kathryn Endler describes her 
style as very “laid back and com-
fortable.” 
Endler wears patterned scarves 
with a white shirt and a cardigan 
to give her look a bold aspect. The 
style is seemingly effortless and 
classic without having to try too 
hard.
An interesting trend I have no-
ticed around the University is the 
everyday incorporation of ban-
danas on necks, backpacks and 
hair. 
Never leaving her room with-
out one, Selin Binay wears them 
tied into a headband to keep her 
hair back in a charming way with 
“simple colored outfits,” as she 
describes, to highlight her acces-
sories. 
“I started wearing them in high 
school after a group event where 
everyone had to wear different 
colored bandanas,” she added. 
A rainbow spectrum of boldly 
colored pants have recently made 
their way onto Puget Sound’s 
campus, and with good reason. 
This fun and simple twist to an 
everyday outfit can make almost 
anything a stylish look for the day. 
Sporting a cute pair of forest 
green pants with laced up boots 
and a distressed long sleeve shirt,  
Dinah Draluk loves the way bold 
colored pants “just stand out” and 
can easily be paired with so many 
different blouses. 
The men of Puget Sound also 
work very different styles that set 
them apart from each other. 
The timeless combination of 
thick rimmed glasses, a cardigan, 
white v-neck, and jeans are prom-
inent features seen on campus. 
Fedoras, baseball caps and the 
occasional beret make up a large 
part of the male Logger style. 
No accessory or style can com-
pare to the most essential item in 
your closet: a University of Puget 
Sound sweater. 
No matter the age of the sudent, 
you can find male and female 
alike decked out in their latest 
Puget Sound bookstore purchase, 
rocking their school pride. 
It is nearly impossible to resist 
the urge to check out the rack of 
maroon and white Logger sweat-
ers from the instant you walk 
down those stairs. 
Puget Sound apparel is a com-
bination of comfort and class in 
one outfit, which is one of the rea-
sons Loggers look so effortlessly 
good. 
Much more of that apparel will 
be brought out of the closets for 
warmth.  
With fall’s approach, we can 
all look forward to comfy sweat-
er weather for the majority of the 
school year. In light of the com-
ing rain, each sweater will likely 
be paired with a rain jacket.
University of Puget Sound ap-
parel can be purchased in the base-
ment  of Wheelock Student Cen-
ter in the Puget Sound Bookstore 
or ordered online at: http://book-
store.pugetsound.edu/
Puget Sound fall fash-
ion trends make their 
usual mark on campus
Joshua Bell contributes personal flare to classical music
By LEAH O’sULLiVAn
Many may cock their heads in 
confusion when I mention the name 
Joshua Bell. 
Many may be more confused as to 
why I was so eager to watch him and 
the Seattle Symphony perform last 
weekend at Seattle’s Benaroya Hall. 
As electronic genres such as dub-
step become increasingly popular, 
classical music seems even dusti-
er in comparison, with its ruffled 
blouses, stern faces and intense se-
riousness.
Bell, however, is far from dusty, 
and this concert was far from bor-
ing.
Bell is a virtuoso violinist. At 44 
years old, he has been playing his 
instrument for 40 years, beginning 
when his mother saw him pluck-
ing rubber bands stretched across 
dresser drawers and picking out the 
music she was playing on the piano. 
Needless to say, he has always had a 
great talent for music.
But what makes him noteworthy 
compared to the other instrumental 
virtuosos of our time, such as Yo-Yo 
Ma and Itzhak Perlman? 
Perhaps it is because he was a so-
loist for the Philadelphia Orchestra 
at age 14, or because only one year 
later, he played with the St. Louis 
Symphony in Carnegie Hall. 
Perhaps he interests us more be-
cause he is an American, an Indiana 
native, emerging from that U.S. state 
rather than somewhere like Paris or 
London. 
After I heard him play the Ser-
enade after Plato’s “Symposium,” a 
five-movement half-hour concer-
to by Leonard Bernstein, I stood up 
as soon as the last note ended and 
applauded enthusiastically with the 
other well-dressed older ladies and 
gentlemen around me. 
With every note, Bell contorts 
himself in on his instrument, his 
hand flying up and down the neck 
to match the hair flying around his 
head. 
When the music slowed, so did 
he, letting every note sink in. It was 
a sight to see and a wonder to listen 
to, even more so with the unexpect-
ed treat of ending his performance 
with a rendition of “New York, New 
York” from the 1944 musical On the 
Town.
Bell is perhaps best known for his 
involvement in an experiment by 
The Washington Post, in which he 
played for 45 minutes, dressed as an 
average citizen, in the Metro subway 
station L’Enfant Plaza in Washing-
ton D.C. 
As one may expect, the station 
was busy and bustling with people, 
and so it may surprise some of you 
to know that only seven of 1,097 
people passing Bell in those 45 min-
utes stopped to listen to him play. 
That night, he performed the 
same piece at a concert much like 
the one I attended, and earned con-
siderably more attention and mon-
ey. 
Bell has also played outside of the 
classical music genre. In 2009, he 
released the album At Home with 
Friends, which consists of perfor-
mances with a variety of musical 
artists, such as Regina Spektor, Kris-
tin Chenoweth (Glinda in Wick-
ed, as the musical-savvy may know 
her), Sting, Chris Botti, Josh Groban 
and Marvin Hamlisch. 
Bell also contributed to the 
soundtrack for the movie Angels & 
Demons—the sequel to The Da Vinci 
Code—as well as the films Flowers of 
War, Defiance, Iris, Ladies in Laven-
der and The Red Violin, in which he 
played the solo violin part.
Bell has done a great deal of work 
in his career as a violinist. He has 
played at the White House and was 
awarded the Avery Fisher Prize, an 
award given to outstanding Ameri-
can classical musicians. 
He has also been an instructor 
and professor at the Royal Academy 
of Music in London, the Academy of 
St. Martin in the Fields, MIT and In-
diana University. 
Not to mention that the British 
composer Nicholas Maw dedicat-
ed a violin concerto to him, which 
he performed himself, winning 
a Grammy Award for the perfor-
mance. 
I invite you to do a bit of research 
and listen to this talented violinist 
play. You might find yourself listen-
ing to him play Chopin or Schubert 
or Mozart one day, and thoroughly 
enjoying it.
Information on Joshua Bell’s tour, 
music and experiments can be found 
at: www.joshuabell.com.
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Passionate performing: Bell’s performances distinguish him.
